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ABSTRACT

In the past, little has been written about the systematic acquisition of faculty papers, which are important sources for documenting not only the faculty members themselves, but also universities and the academic disciplines. This thesis investigates the theoretical and practical issues involved in the appraisal for acquisition and selection of faculty papers. The work of the professor is analyzed in terms of the competences that he exercises in carrying out the functions of the university. Interviews with academics verify the functional analysis, confirm the existence of documents predicted by it, and alert the archivist to professors' attitudes that could affect the acquisition of the faculty papers. The account of the interviews is followed by a discussion of various questions concerning the ownership of faculty papers and the most appropriate repositories for them.

To further resolve the problems identified, and to lay the groundwork for an acquisition plan, a report is made on interviews and correspondence with archivists from universities and subject discipline history centers and repositories. These sources illustrate current archival practices. It is concluded that most faculty papers belong in a university archives, although there is an important role for the subject discipline history center and repository. The latter institutions offer a different outlook than can be reached through a documentation plan that is focused on one university.

To provide a framework for the acquisition of faculty papers, it is suggested that a university-wide records policy be drafted, as the necessary foundation on which to
base an archival mandate, an acquisition policy, and a plan for the appraisal for acquisition of faculty papers. Finally, the appraisal for selection of faculty papers is analyzed and seen to be primarily a process of weeding rather than the elimination of whole series.
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INTRODUCTION

By his bed,
He preferred having twenty books in red
And black, of Aristotle's philosophy,
To having fine clothes, fiddle, or psaltery...
Whatever money from his friends he took
He spent on learning or another book...
His only care was study, and indeed
He never spoke a word more than was need...
The thought of moral virtue filled his speech
And he would gladly learn, and gladly teach.

Geoffrey Chaucer

With these words, Geoffrey Chaucer sketched his memorable picture of the Oxford Cleric in The Prologue to Canterbury Tales. Although the Cleric was not a faculty member in today's sense of the word, his devotion to knowledge characterized an academic ideal—an ideal which more than a few people find lacking in today's university community.

One theory of organization holds that many of today's institutions have become inimical to the goals for which they were originally founded—hospitals make people sicker; universities stifle learning. The professionals represented by these institutions have likewise been attacked. "The medical establishment has become a major threat to health," wrote one social philosopher, while a journalist (whose father was a professor) condemned faculty members as "overpaid, grotesquely underworked, and the architects of academia's vast empires of waste." The pseudonymous "Professor X" vilified the academic in the very title of his work, This Beats Working for a Living:
The Dark Secrets of a College Professor.* The utter damnation, in such polemics, of entire occupational groups—be they physicians or professors—seldom survives much scrutiny. The authors' underlying purpose, other than to further their financial goals, was probably to annoy and provoke discussion rather than establish absolutist and indefensible positions.

Still, to focus solely on the faculty member, one cannot help but notice that today's media are far less likely to portray the humble scholar of popular imagination (if ever he² really existed) than a new, savvy breed of intellectual entrepreneur—the professor as a bio-technocrat, for example. It may be perfectly legitimate, even laudable, to establish a business to pursue research and development that could not otherwise be accomplished. Some writers, however, have suggested that it is easy for an academic to go beyond the bounds of proprietary rectitude. If the desire to create life itself is held to be man's ultimate hubris, then it is not far behind for a professor to contemplate a patent on the human genotype, "the book of life itself."⁶

The presumed intellectual prowess of the academic has often made him a figure of awe, indeed of suspicion. Sherlock Holmes' arch nemesis, Moriarty, the evil genius of London's underworld of crime, was conceived by Arthur Conan Doyle as a professor, indeed a professor of mathematics—that most arcane and mysterious of subject disciplines.⁷ Even within his own institution, let alone society at large, the professor's relationship with those around him has not always been an easy one. Laurence Veysey, in his seminal work on the intellectual development of the American
university, offered the following description of how some professors defended their territory against administrators:

Not fully understood, yet known to be necessary, he could hope to achieve the kind of respect—tinged even with fear—which certain primitive societies accord their magicians. Shielded by his books or his test tubes, he could in effect tell strangers, regardless of their official position, "Don't press me too far," and he could often do this without having to open his lips.8

Despite this general apprehension, society as a whole has increasingly turned to academics to solve the complex problems of a complex world. Both in Canada and the United States, an academic as leader has tried to shape the nation according to his image. While Woodrow Wilson, former President of Princeton University, did not achieve his most prominent goals, Pierre Trudeau, a former law professor, did initiate fundamental changes in the constitutional foundation of Canada. In less prominent roles, faculty members have served and continue to serve their country, province, state or community with zeal, which is not to say, however, that the outcome has always been satisfactory. Expert advice can lead to disaster rather than deliverance. For instance, some believe that the intrusion of academics, "the best and the brightest," into the foreign policy of the United States led that country more deeply into the Vietnam War.9 For good or evil the faculty member has used his specialized knowledge to make an impact on Canadian and American life. Burton Clark's designation of the professoriate "as society's main carriers of the values of science and higher learning"10 is an apt observation, and yet, as he noted further:

It follows that those who seek to understand modern society can hardly know too much about the academic profession; yet inquiry and insight have lagged. Relatively little is known about what goes on in the profession's many quarters. What is the quality of workaday life for its
varied members? How do they conceive of themselves and their lives? What, if anything, holds them together? How autonomous are these professional workers near the end of the twentieth century, and how much are they subject to bureaucratic dictate? What determines the profession's contemporary strengths and its more glaring weaknesses?¹¹

Clark, as a social scientist, attempted to answer these questions through a survey of academics. Their responses gave a fuller and more accurate picture of faculty members than the hazy perceptions reflected in literature and the popular press. Surveys, however, are only one means of examining the academic profession. Another source of information, the professor's archives,¹² has been relatively neglected as a source of study. Faculty members themselves have paid little heed to the documentary residue created by their work, and archivists have often aided and abetted the professorial delusion that "It's all published."

Although some archivists have been mindful of the value of faculty papers, the systematic acquisition of faculty archives is not a widely-acknowledged component of archival practice. This is evident from interviews and correspondence with archivists and a review of archival literature. Even university archivists do not agree on whether faculty papers should be acquired at all, and, if they are acquired, how they should be appraised for acquisition and for selection.¹³

There are many reasons why archivists have neglected faculty archives. One important problem has been the nature of university archives, an obvious home for an academic's papers. The establishment and growth of these archives has not proceeded very steadily towards archival perfection. The haphazard historical underpinnings of
North American university archives were often manifest in a perplexity about the very nature of archives. Campus archives served as museums for memorabilia, or as warehouses for the overflow of overburdened offices. Seldom did these archives have a clear sense of mission.

Often the writing of a university’s history prompted the establishment of an archives, and in at least one instance, the university disbanded its archives after the history was completed.¹⁴ When a university’s administration did envision a more permanent creation, the archives faced the same shortage of trained personnel as did other repositories in North America. Administrators often drew from the labor pool at hand, and drafted a hapless faculty member to fill the role of university archivist. Sometimes this draftee continued to teach as well as manage the archives. It is indeed ironic that even when such an archivist was a history professor, he did not take a more global view of the academic profession and initiate a systematic preservation of his colleagues’ papers. Even today academic archives often lack direction and purpose as they are pulled hither and yon to fit a "Procrustean bed" of competing forces.¹⁵

The complexity of today’s academic profession has also mitigated against its systematic documentation. The relative simplicity of the medieval faculties of law, medicine and theology has given way to what Clark refers to as an "alphabet of specialties."

Variety is its name....And opaqueness is its style, for who can fathom an econometrician when he or she is in full stride, let alone a high-energy physicist, a molecular biologist, an ethnomethodologist newly tutored in semiotics, or an English professor determined to deconstruct literary texts?¹⁶
In particular, how can the archivist, schooled in one or perhaps two subject disciplines before undertaking archival work, fully fathom the intellectual complexities of such research? Even on a superficial basis how can the archivist deal with the potential variety of archival material created by the various academic disciplines? It is understandable that many archivists do not even wish to try.

There are additional practical and theoretical questions regarding the preservation of faculty archives. For example, should the archivist solicit faculty papers or merely act as a passive recipient for faculty donors? If the archivist adopts the former philosophy, at what stage in a professor's career should the archivist solicit the academic's papers? Another difficulty arises from the peripatetic nature of academic life. The fact that many professors have taught at more than one institution can pose conundrums to the archivist seeking a rational theory of acquisition. A young scientist may do distinguished research at a lesser-known university which earns him an appointment to a more prestigious institution where his research efforts slow down. Nonetheless, he remains at his second university for a longer period of time. Or, suppose that a historian's most significant intellectual formation occurred at one university, while the public dissemination of that knowledge through articles and books occurred during his tenure at another institution. For all practical purposes, the faculty member is usually free to dispose of his archives as he chooses. He may even elect to donate them to a special subject repository. Yet this element of choice does not
negate the responsibility of the archivist to advise the faculty member on the basis of accepted archival appraisal principles.

The purpose of this thesis is to elaborate those principles with regard to the archives of academics. It will be proposed that university archivists should acquire faculty papers and that there are effective ways of doing so. Chapter One is an examination of the work of the faculty member in terms of his competences and their potential archival residue. Chapter Two is based on interviews with a varied group of academics who were asked what documents they had created, received, and preserved in the course of their activities. Chapter One, therefore, offers a contextual basis for understanding the faculty papers described in Chapter Two. This description, in turn, tests the analysis found in Chapter One. Also in Chapter Two, faculty members' attitudes towards records management and archival institutions are discussed. Some of the problems posed earlier—for instance, multi-institutional affiliation—are raised, and possible solutions presented.

Chapter Three focuses on appraisal for acquisition. The practices of some archivists in universities and subject-based history centers and repositories are examined for guidelines to determine which academics to approach for their papers and at which stage in their careers. The place of faculty papers in the documentation of the university as a whole is also examined.
Having received a group of faculty papers, the archivist must then decide what to keep. Chapter Four brings traditional archival appraisal theory to bear on the issue of appraisal for selection.

This thesis as a whole draws on various sources. The analysis of the professor's activities in Chapter One is based on personal experiences and published and unpublished works. Some of these published sources used social science techniques such as surveys, interviews, and questionnaires to differentiate the role of the academic in various institutional settings. Other works offer more personal insights into the nature of academic life, either as academic treatises or as biographies. Unpublished sources include a forthcoming work on the documentation of the university by Bridget Blagbrough and Helen Samuels and several preliminary papers on the delineation of institutional functions by Kathleen Roe and Alden Monroe.

Chapter Two is based on informal conversations with faculty members at the University of British Columbia, and more formal structured interviews with eight academics at this institution. Five of the eight academics were selected after preparatory interviews with administrators and professors who were asked to suggest faculty members whose papers might best document the functions of the university. They offered about fifty names, from which choices were made to represent various research areas including humanities (Margaret Prang--history), basic science (Michael Smith--biochemistry), applied science (Norman Epstein--chemical engineering), a profession (Joost Blom--law), and the fine arts (Stephen Chatman--music). Three additional interviewees were picked by the author in consultation with her advisor, to
round out the varying activities and backgrounds of faculty members—Nathan Divinsky (a mathematician who also served as a Vancouver Alderman and Chairman of the School Board), Stefania Ciccone (a Professor of Italian, foreign-born and educated, who still maintains close research ties to Italy), and Samuel Rothstein (the first director of the School of Library Science, who was in the process of preparing his papers for the University Archives). Professor Rothstein was interviewed in October 1989. The other faculty interviews took place during January and February 1990 in the faculty member's office or home.

The later chapters draw on interviews and correspondence with Canadian and American archivists, Canadian book dealers, and Canadian government officials. In addition, archival literature is used to supply information on university archives and appraisal.

The thesis must make frequent reference to the men and women who teach in institutions of higher learning. The term "professor" has historically lacked a precise meaning. In the popular culture of the past, the word has been appropriated by hawkers of patent medicines, spurious musical teachers, or other individuals, often of dubious intellectual credentials, who sought the patina of learnedness that the title could impart. "Professor" Harold Hill, the charismatic confidence man of Meredith Wilson's popular Broadway show and movie, *Music Man*, springs to mind. Even today, children or co-workers might teasingly refer to one of their more bookish colleagues as "the professor". "Confidence artists" still abound, in real life, as well as in fictional musicals. Sometimes "professors" are connected with "colleges" or
"universities" designated as such institutions "only by the grace of semantic
generosity."

In reference to the documents of individuals who teach at colleges and
universities, the expression "professor's papers" has an appealing alliteration to it, and, despite its imprecision, the term "professor" will be used in this thesis, for the sake of variety, as a synonym for faculty member and academic. This term, when used without a qualifier such as "assistant" or "associate," will have a generic meaning without regard to rank. Similarly, the term "professoriate" will be used interchangeably with "academic profession."

As for the institutional designation of college or university, this thesis will focus on the professoriate at the latter, defined as a research-oriented, doctorate-granting institution. The author's past educational experiences have made her familiar with an example of such an institution in the United States, and this thesis was written at a research-oriented university in Canada. The functional analysis of the professor in Chapter One and the interviews with faculty members summarized in Chapter Two have been particularly colored by this perspective. Henceforth in this thesis, the unqualified term "university" means a research university.

Having thus described methodology and terminology, it must be acknowledged that these elements are but research tools--the means rather than the end. Even the best tools serve little purpose if they are used for a construction of scant significance. In this introduction, the academic profession has been described in terms of its societal
imagery, but even more importantly in terms of the profession’s fundamental role in
the preservation and advancement of knowledge—that most wonderful of civilization’s
treasures and potentially its most dangerous. Those who would expand this knowledge
have a deep responsibility indeed, as do those who would guard the archives of the
professoriate. The tragedy of archival neglect of faculty papers is understandable, but
it is now imperative to remedy that neglect.

When universities expanded their enrolments in the 1960s, they also had to
increase their instructional staff. Many faculty members hired during that era of
unprecedented growth will soon be retiring in large numbers. Without an archival
initiative, they may destroy or lose their professional archives as they relinquish their
offices and gradually sever their institutional ties. What might be a deluge of riches
will become a mere trickle instead. The prospect of a deluge may seem overwhelm­
ing, but the alternative would be worse.
ENDNOTES


5. For simplicity of expression, the words "he," "him," and "his," will be used throughout this thesis to refer to either gender.


7. Conan Doyle described Moriarty as "the Napoleon of crime...a genius, a philosopher, and an abstract thinker. He has a brain of the first order...He does little himself. He only plans...Is there a crime to be done, a paper to be abstracted, we will say a house to be rifled, a man to be removed—the word is passed to the professor, the matter is organized and carried out." In all fairness to Moriarty's fictional university, Conan Doyle wrote that Moriarty had finally resigned his chair of mathematics to concentrate on his criminal activities. Nonetheless, Conan Doyle's description of Moriarty's mental prowess and the ease with which he turned his genius towards evil ends suggests society's unease with men or women who are perceived to have extraordinary mental powers. Arthur Conan Doyle, "The Final Problem," in *The Complete Sherlock Holmes* (Garden City, N.Y.: Garden City Books, 1930), 544. Laurence Veysey's comment below is in the same vein. For a tongue-in-cheek analysis, by a mathematician, of Moriarty's supposed mathematical endeavors, see John F. Bowers, "James Moriarty: A Forgotten Mathematician," *New Scientist* 124 (December 23-30, 1989): 17-19. This piece is in the best tradition of The Baker Street Irregulars, a literary society founded in the 1930s by Christopher Morley, to promote the mock-serious analysis of the Sherlock Holmes stories.


11. Ibid., xxi-xxii.

12. For the time being, a professor's archives, a professor's fonds, or a professor's papers will be generally defined as those documents created or received by the professor during the course of his work. These documents may be in any medium, such as paper, a photographic print, a tape recording, or a machine-readable diskette. A more complete consideration of the constitutive elements defining the "professor's archives" will be offered in Chapter Two.

13. When an institutional archives receives the records of its own organization, the archivist conducts an appraisal for selection among those records. In other words, the archivist must decide what record series to keep. If that institutional repository also seeks to acquire papers that would not usually be subject to institutional claims of ownership, the archivist first conducts an appraisal for acquisition among archival fonds, and then an appraisal for selection within those fonds after they have been acquired. The ownership of faculty papers, which will be addressed more fully in Chapter Two, can be a thorny issue. For now, it will be assumed that the university archivist first conducts an appraisal for acquisition in order to determine which academics to approach for their papers. Once the professor has donated his papers, the archivist then conducts an appraisal for selection.


15. William J. Maher used this imaginative reference to classical mythology in his recent article on university archives. He suggested that they can be affected by a number of forces beyond their control such as the character, age and mission of the parent institution and the research and teaching interests of faculty members. See his article, "The Current State of Academic Archives, A Procrustean Bed for Archival Principles," *American Archivist* 52 (1989): 342-349.

16. Clark, xxi.
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CHAPTER ONE

THE WORK OF THE FACULTY MEMBER: A FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS

However much the modern mind may in certain directions be reverting to the ideas and spirit of the old world, education, like so much else in the modern world, will always exhibit a vast and incalculable difference from the education of ancient Greece or ancient Rome just because the Middle Ages have intervened.

Hastings Rashdall

Our civilization honors the names of its great teachers of antiquity. In some cases, the only legacy beyond a name is a corpus of attributed writings and a shadowed memory allowing us to visualize a core of reality within popular legend. Medical historians are not certain what Hippocrates wrote, nor can they verify the traditional depiction of the "father of medicine" lecturing under a venerable fig tree on the Greek island of Cos. In other cases, the historical record provides more reliable information about the doctrines and methods of teachers such as Socrates. These teachers of the past represented no institution, however. Hippocrates awarded no diplomas, even in tradition; Socrates conferred no degrees. One great teacher does not a university make.

The university, like the cathedral and parliament, was born in the Middle Ages. As groups of students and teachers gathered together in thirteenth-century Bologna or Paris, unwritten customs crystallized into statutes of organization. Whether the organization was primarily one to protect the masters (University of Paris) or the
students (University of Bologna), the routine was similar. Masters lectured; students listened, read, and studied for examinations. The centrality of the teaching function was evident, as was the function of the university to award degrees (the *ius ubique docendi* or the *licentia docendi* depending on the university's status) to students who successfully completed the required examinations. The teaching offered by the university served to preserve ancient learning that had escaped the intellectual devastation of the early Middle Ages. Finally, in order to sustain the university as an institution that was able to accomplish its main functions, medieval students and masters had to devise procedures and regulations, although the medieval university lacked the bureaucratic overlay of its modern descendant.

The initial functions of the university grew and expanded into a range of activities beyond the most imaginative visions of any medieval mystic. By the end of the nineteenth century the university had acquired several other major functions. Since medieval times, some individual scholars may have pursued empirical investigations out of sheer curiosity, but the imposition of a research imperative upon the institution as a whole is usually traced back to nineteenth-century German universities. From there, travelling North American students brought their perception of the German system to this side of the Atlantic where the Humboldtian vision of the scholar-teacher took root and flourished in the local soils. On this continent scholarly research would be characterized in the university by its compartmentalization into departments, which provided an institutionalized expression of the branching of knowledge into various specialized subfields.
To structure, disseminate and advance research in these branches, new subject discipline organizations arose and extant ones were refurbished so that between 1870 and 1900 "every subject in the academic curriculum" was covered. From an early date, many university administrators welcomed these learned organizations. They were seen as promoting the reputations of individual faculty members and thereby enhancing the status of the university. Furthermore, although university presidents would have eschewed the term "slave market," they also recognized the associations' value in promoting the visibility of new academic talent.

To counteract societal suspicion that this new research institution was becoming a bastion of intellectual abstraction, the late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century universities also acknowledged that the scholar should offer his expertise to the community at large. An important turning point in the United States was the Morrill Act of 1862, through which the federal government provided money to support state universities offering agricultural and mechanical instruction. Provincial universities in Canada would be modelled after these land-grant institutions. Some research thus became viewed as a public service that "originated in a client's need and ended in a client's satisfaction," be that client a farm, a business or an industry. This concept of service through economic utilitarianism was expanded to include the dimension of service by advising the government. The latter element, along with community education through extension classes, was often called the "Wisconsin Idea," but the spread of the extension movement through Canadian as well as American universities suggested the widespread nature of its appeal. Today, an even more fully entrenched
ethos of community service means that faculty members can, in good conscience, perform a host of roles from volunteer advisor to paid consultant.

The historical functions of teaching and conferring degrees, and the role of the university in the preservation of knowledge and culture became embodied in the generally-accepted modern triad of university functions--teaching, research, and community service. The maintenance of the institutional infrastructure could be posited as a subsidiary but vital function. The complexity of these functions merits their examination at a greater level of specificity. For the university to carry out its functions, they must be attached to a juridical person such as the professor. In this context, the embodiment of a function in a person may be designated as a competence. Competences are carried out by means of activities, which are capable of generating a variety of documents. These elements--function, competence, activity--will form the conceptual framework for examining the documents created by the juridical person of the professor. Such a framework is helpful to explain why the documents were created, to place them in a suitable contextual setting, and ultimately to provide a foundation for the appraisal, arrangement, and description of the documents.

It is appropriate for such an analysis to begin with the university's function of teaching. As the medieval cathedral was consecrated to God, the medieval university was consecrated to learning. The teaching function lay at its core. Even today, many universities will award pride of place to their idealized conceptualization of the faculty member as teacher. He must embody and convey not only the accumulated knowledge
of his subject discipline, but also develop in his students the capacity for creative and independent thought and judgment. Viewed in this way, the professor's teaching competence comprises another dimension beyond the mere conveyance of rote learning. The twentieth-century expression of the teaching competence subsumes a nineteenth-century vision of university education as sharpening the mind through "mental gymnastics," a glorious "elevation of mental faculties" besides which the accumulation of factual knowledge was but a subordinate aim.

The professor may demonstrate both aspects of his teaching prowess in some of his other competences—for example, as a researcher, or as an advisor to his community. The professor serves as a teacher when he publishes the results of his research, acts as a consultant for an outside company, or gives a lecture to a neighborhood organization. In this thesis, a narrower definition of the teaching competence will be used, limiting its domain to endeavors within the walls of the university. In this setting, the faculty member teaches students through such means as lectures, laboratory sessions, seminars, and individual tutorials, and he shares his knowledge with colleagues through seminars and lectures. In graduate instruction, the teaching and research competences may become indistinguishable as the professor and his graduate students work together on the same project.

In the course of his teaching activities, the professor may accumulate a variety of documents such as course syllabi, lecture notes, or lecture texts that were written out completely. Visual documents such as slides or photographs may form part of the material for the courses. The ready availability of duplicating processes may encourage
the faculty member to supplement his oral presentations with handouts such as reading lists, outlines, or other textual information. To provide background knowledge for his teaching sessions, the academic may have retained such sources as notebooks from university days, correspondence with academic colleagues, notes from other professors' courses, and copies of student papers.

The faculty member, however, does more than just present subject content and demonstrate methodologies to encourage the development of his students' mental capabilities. His competence as a teacher requires evaluative activities that are of critical importance to both teacher and student. The former receives feedback on the effectiveness of his teaching; the latter learns how to alter study methods and discovers whether or not he possesses talent for further study in a particular discipline. For purposes of evaluation, the professor may require the student to complete short written assignments, term papers, tests, and final exams. Students get back from the professor much of this material after its evaluation. The faculty member, however, may keep some students' papers (the original or a copy) for his own use or to evaluate the student in the future. He may also file master copies of assignments, problem sets and grading keys. Many academics maintain a set of master copies of old tests as a reservoir from which to draw questions; they occasionally keep records of final course marks, and the students' final exams, if these are not preserved in an administrative office.

Faculty members frequently write letters of reference about students who seek employment or further education. Professors' files may contain copies of these letters,
since the same student often requests subsequent recommendations until his own career is established. In turn, the students may formally judge the faculty member at the end of a course. The faculty member may keep all of the evaluation sheets, those sheets with the most helpful comments, or simply the summary pages, for the sake of comparison over the years.

Teaching produces an impressive array of documents, and universities acknowledge the fundamental competence of the academic as teacher, but this competence is also at the heart of a curious incongruity aptly described by Clark:

The greatest paradox of academic work in modern America is that most professors teach most of the time, and large proportions of them teach all the time, but teaching is not the activity most rewarded by the academic profession nor most valued by the system at large.¹⁹

The most rewarded and valued "activity" is research—-in truth a function of the university that comprises many activities. In order to discuss the research competence of the professor, the word "research" itself must first be examined. The commonality of its usage depreciates its worth and belies the fact that it often lacks precise meaning. For the purposes of this thesis, research will be defined solely in the university context. Research is that which researchers do, and for which they receive recognition from the university and from the broader academic and professional worlds of their subject disciplines. More specifically, the word research encompasses the activities undertaken in the generation, discovery, preservation and interpretation of knowledge and our cultural heritage. Such a definition acknowledges the contribution that faculty members in the visual and performing arts make to the academic profession and to society.
This specification of the professor's research competence posits a difference between research and what might be termed studious endeavor, i.e., the mastery of an extant body of knowledge within the field. Indeed, as suggested in the previous quotation, many professors neither publish nor perish, and must content themselves with the lesser rewards reserved for the expert pedagogue. That the system, however, rewards research demonstrates that an academic's intellectual identity is ultimately linked to his competence to promote the growth and renewal of his discipline. The knowledge discovered or generated by the faculty member must therefore be committed in final form to the full judgment of his peers. This "final form" usually refers to the traditional apparatus of scholarly publication. Knowledge thus socially shared may ultimately be socially validated and thereby enter into the knowledge base of a discipline. In this way it achieves the most lasting preservation. Publication enables the individual academic to support the university's pre-emptive role in the domain of knowledge—a role which rests on societal acquiescence that knowledge is ultimately worthy of acceptance only when "rigorously criticized and rationally analyzed."

The presentation of research results can also occur in other forms—a concert, a painting, a piece of sculpture, or an architectural plan, for example. The patent process has also become an important means to transfer technological and scientific expertise that has potential commercial applications. For the majority of academics, however, publication remains the most significant form of knowledge dissemination, and research "counts" mainly when it is so presented to subject-discipline colleagues. The nineteenth-century physicist Michael Faraday expressed it succinctly: "There are three
necessary steps in useful research—the first to begin it, the second to end it, the third to publish it."^{23}

At first glance it may seem foolhardy to outline a common documentary residue for the multiplicity of activities that comprise the research competence in the different disciplines. However, the norms of scholarship mandate some degree of commonality in both the activities and the resulting documents. Whatever the professor's discipline, each research project begins with a problem to be solved or a general topic to be investigated. Unless a pertinent letter, note or diary remains, the initial inspiration for a particular research undertaking may not be documented. Sometimes, however, another professor's work, such as a journal article, may have stimulated the project. That article, as well as related material from a literature search, may well form part of the research file.

Problem in hand, the faculty member may simply grab pencil and paper and begin to produce a series of rough research notes. If he needs to collect data to solve his problem, his research activities may include visits to libraries, archives, a laboratory, or the field. In some cases, he does not begin to collect his data until he has secured outside funding. To the extent that the North American is aware of grants, they are most commonly associated with the expenses of scientific laboratories, but scholars in the humanities and fine arts apply for assistance to support their research projects as well. In Canada, faculty members may receive funding from an assortment of government and private granting agencies, foreign as well as Canadian. The largest Canadian government agencies, the National Sciences and Engineering Council
(NSERC), the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRCC), and the Medical Research Council (MRC) generally contribute only to research expenses, including the salaries of research assistants, but not to the salary of the professor holding the grant.

The granting process creates a large amount of documentation such as the original application, a notice of acceptance or rejection of the grant proposal, and perhaps some general correspondence relating to the grant. For successful applications, there will be financial documents such as receipts for equipment and supplies, as well as payroll records for research assistants or administrative personnel. There will likely be progress reports and a final report, as required by the grantor. Much of this documentation, in original or copy form, may be kept in departmental offices or a special university office devoted to grant administration. The faculty member may retain his own copies of many of these records.

As the data are being collected or the ideas formulated, the faculty member will keep research notes in some form such as ordinary index cards, lab notebooks, tape cassettes, or photographs. He may confer with his departmental associates to seek their opinion or ask for assistance. Although most academics at times assume the role of the solitary scholar, the stimulation of congenial colleagues, both inside and outside of his home institution, is often of critical importance to a professor's intellectual development and his career. The profitable exchange in the departmental coffee room or at a conference luncheon may not leave a documentary trace, but correspondence with academics outside the university may remain in a research file.
The professor must finally synthesize and write down his research findings. He may produce and keep versions of his manuscript prior to the one he submits for publication, most commonly as a journal article or a book. In either case, the journal editor or book publisher will usually have the manuscript refereed by one or more academics with expertise in the subject area. In addition to routine letters of transmittal, acceptance or rejection, the faculty member may have saved more substantive correspondence, which could include excerpts of the referee's report suggesting changes or alerting the writer to additional information. After an article is published, the author may correspond with scholars who have read his finished piece. Those academics, in turn, may be motivated to begin their own research project, and thus the documentary cycle begins again.

As a final note on the research competence of the professor, one other possibility should be noted. The faculty member may delay publication of his manuscript for a variety of reasons. In some cases, his research has commercial potential, and premature public disclosure could damage patent possibilities. At the University of British Columbia, for example, if a faculty or staff member wishes to patent or license an invention resulting from research done using university facilities or funds administered by the university, then the rights must be assigned to the university, which will share the profits with the inventor. Much of the documentation will therefore not originate with the professor, but rather in the university office whose competence is to handle patent and licensing arrangements. The faculty member may, however, have maintained a signed, witnessed, and dated bound notebook recording his
work, and he may have kept copies of relevant correspondence and the disclosure form on which he first reported his invention to the appropriate office. He would also have signed and received copies of the legal instruments relating to the filing and maintenance of the patents.25

The fulfillment of the research competence, along with that of teaching, will occupy the majority of the typical academic's working time. However, a third competence of the professor is generally recognized by universities, although it may be expressed with different words in different institutions. A good illustration of this competence is found in the University of British Columbia's Faculty Handbook:

In accepting a university appointment, faculty members assume obligations to the University in addition to their duties as teachers and scholars. They have the responsibility to participate in the life of the University, in its governance and administration, through membership on committees and organizations at Board, Senate, Faculty and Department levels, provided that this participation is consistent with the discharge of their primary responsibilities and with their own abilities.26

Such a statement represents a present-day formulation of the individual faculty member's competence to participate in the university's administrative function of sustaining its intellectual identity—i.e., maintaining academic personnel and a program of instruction. The professor's competence in this area has shifted over the ages. The autonomous medieval community of scholars controlled the craft of teaching by electing its own members and officials, who together decided the subjects of instruction and examination.27 During the early development of the North American university, these administrative competences were in the hands of governing boards and administrators, but another shift was foretold by the emergence of the modern academic
profession from a more primitive sense of vocation. This emergence was marked by the academic's assumption of a research competence, and the concomitant development of the intellectual disciplines. Increasing disciplinary specialization led to a certain degree of self-determination, as nineteenth- and early twentieth-century professors learned to convert their expertise into a powerful force that worked from below. Talcott Parsons noted the logical extension of this determinant: not only couldn't governing boards or university administrators fathom complex academic specialties in their entirety, even academics were hard-pressed to understand each other's subjects beyond a certain level. The university, therefore, became a highly decentralized organization, functioning by a "collegial associationalism," which is antithetical to bureaucracy in many respects.

The faculty member's competence in sustaining the university is accordingly described as discipline-based and organizationally rooted in the department "where disciplinarians nest in their institutional setting." At that level, the academic's participation in administrative matters centers on recruitment, retention, and advancement of faculty; curriculum; and selection of graduate students. The professor's competence in these areas is officially one of advice; the faculty member has a competence as an individual to participate in a group which has competence as a whole. For instance, in promotion or tenure cases, department members voice their collective judgment, which will not take effect unless confirmed at a higher level, such as the faculty, the presidential level, or both. Similar procedures occur in curriculum development, as individual faculty members may initiate a new course or program, which must then be approved by colleagues, and also by an academic body.
at the faculty or university level. Many of these higher committees, however, are themselves composed of faculty members to whom an extra competence has been assigned for the duration of their committee service. The academic's competence in such extra-departmental bodies is related to a wider context, namely that of the faculty or university.

The faculty member's competence in administrative matters can therefore take shape in a range of activities carried out at organizational levels from the department to the Senate and Board of Governors. The professor may create or receive many documents, whose variety can only be suggested in the present study. For example, at the departmental level, the professor may serve on a committee concerning hiring priorities. The departmental office may have a brief final report, but the individual faculty member may keep a file with any minutes, notes, memos and other documents that led up to the final report. Professors may also have in their files copies of confidential letters of recommendation concerning candidates for appointment, tenure, or promotion. Universities will vary in their policies on the preservation of such documents, but even if official policy requires their destruction after use, some professors may not comply.

The activities of the faculty member in curriculum development may cause him to keep his own files of reports, minutes, memos, and correspondence. For example, if a professor were responsible for initiating a new course, he may well keep a file that reflects his interest in his academic "child." Similarly an academic may be sufficiently interested in curriculum revision to keep files concerning this matter.
At times, the professor assumes an administrative competence beyond the walls of his own institution in fulfillment of the university's function of service, both to the scholarly community and to the community at large. Because he is competent in his subject field, the faculty member may be awarded a competence by other universities to evaluate their faculty members for promotion or tenure, or to be part of a process for reviewing one of their departments or faculties. As well, government or private agencies may ask him to adjudicate grant requests. In both kinds of cases, the professor will probably keep copies of the confidential letters that he wrote in fulfillment of these requests.

The academic's specialized knowledge may also be reflected in services that he performs for various subject-based organizations. These include large groups such as the American Association for the Advancement of Science which cover the entire spectrum of science and engineering; umbrella organizations such as the Modern Language Association or the American Chemical Society, which include a number of specialized associations; and groups which are limited to one discipline such as the Canadian Mathematical Association. Academics who also practice such professions as medicine and law will be members of the local and national organizations in these fields. Faculty members may belong not only to their own national subject-based organizations, but also to the corresponding associations of other countries and to international groups.
As suggested earlier, the development of these organizations marked an important step in the differentiation of the modern academic profession from a higher form of school teaching. Even so, although they served as powerful vehicles of professional status, they were characterized by an egalitarian nature from the start. John Franklin Jameson, a leading scholar of the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries, recalled how he discouraged the British ambassador from founding an honorific body to control the future of the humanities.

I told him that I did not believe such a plan was consistent with American ways, and that what such an Academy might accomplish was being achieved well enough by our various humanistic societies, with their broad membership, and the representative and elect quality of their guiding officers.

The inclusive nature of the subject-discipline organization is likely to lead to some degree of participation from many faculty members. Some academics may simply receive a society’s journal and attend its conferences. This behavior represents a passive relationship. On the other hand, the faculty member may participate in an organization as a committee representative or as a member of its executive, thereby exercising a competence. In the area of publication, he may serve on the editorial board of one of its journals or as an editor.

The professor most commonly exercises a competence for a subject-based organization when he referees a colleague’s manuscript for a scholarly journal. This competence represents a critically important service to the academic community because it allows research results to be published on the basis of supposedly impartial evaluation of merit. The ethos of science, as expressed by the Mertonian ideal of
universalism, thus informs all of academe.\textsuperscript{36} In theory, if not always in practice, all those who are worthy will have access to the trough regardless of their rank or institutional affiliation.\textsuperscript{37}

The professor's membership or competence in these organizations may be reflected in some of his files. They can include correspondence, meeting agendas, minutes, membership lists, routine mailings, conference programs, and election material. If the professor served as a referee, he may have retained copies of his evaluations of papers. His service as an association officer or editor, however, may not be reflected in his papers if the office were a rotating one which passed between scholars. For example, the documentation of a journal which does not have a permanent location at one university would have to be shipped to the next editor at his home institution. An association officer may similarly have passed on all files, returned them to a central headquarters at the completion of his term of office, or, for his own information, he may have kept some supplemental files that were not needed for the continuity of the organization.

Service to the professoriate has its origins in the faculty member's need to support the academic freedom that he views as essential to his teaching and research. This service may involve the professor in two roles--as a member of a general body of academics such as the Canadian Association of University Teachers (CAUT), and as a member of the local institutional equivalent, the Faculty Association. The CAUT was founded in 1951, and, like its American counterpart, the American Association of University Professors founded thirty-six years earlier, the CAUT acts to promote the
interests of its members in such areas as academic freedom, tenure, and university government. An example of a local Faculty Association is the one at the University of British Columbia. This Association generally serves as the faculty’s representative body in bargaining with the administration. Criteria according to which the faculty are assessed and judged are specified in the Faculty Handbook, and changes in this Handbook must be agreed to by the Association and the Administration. As in the case of subject-discipline organizations, the academic could just be a passive member of the CAUT or his local faculty association, or he could exercise a competence through participation on committees or the executive. In the latter case, the faculty member’s files may contain more than the associations’s routine mailings, and could include administrative or operational documents that the organization did not ask to be returned.

The university acknowledges that, besides service to the scholarly subject disciplines and academic profession in general, service to the community at large is also one of the university’s functions. Sometimes, the university carries out this function through extension or continuing education classes in which regular faculty members may participate. In so doing, they also exercise their competence as teachers, but to a wider audience than just students and colleagues. At other times, academics may be approached by members of the public. Many elements within the community see the university as a pool of expertise, representative of the diverse interests of a research-oriented faculty. Professionals in law or medicine often consult their academic brethren on specific cases; business or industry may seek advice from a faculty member about a management or production problem; a branch of government may
request an academic to prepare a report, testify before a hearing, or exercise his consultancy role on a more extended basis by serving on government boards or commissions. The electorate may award the professor a leadership role as a political official on a municipal, provincial or national basis. In all of these cases, the competence is awarded to the academic from a source outside the university, but the activities carried out in fulfillment of that competence also fulfil the university’s function of community service.

Some academics have questioned the nature of this function and stressed the obligation of the professor to be the critic of society rather than its servant. They decry the academy’s loss of intellectual independence when its scholars merely validate contemporary values by serving the immediate needs of an industrial society. Nonetheless, the links between university and community appear firmly forged for the present, and an archivist who would document the professor and his institution must consider this larger environment.

The range of activities involved in service to the broader community is even wider than the range of activities carried out in service to the university and to the scholarly disciplines. On a small scale, the documents created or received during public service activities can include such items as correspondence, reports, or drafts of speeches. When the nature of the consultancy involves a larger commitment of time and effort, the professor may create or receive any of the documents suggested for a research project. If the results of the project are published, the faculty member’s
competence to publish (conferred on him by his university status) succeeds his competence to serve the outside interest that initiated the project.

This concludes the functional analysis of the work of the faculty member. The discussion has provided a contextual foundation for studying professors’ papers as preserved in their offices or in archival repositories. It is now time to shift from high generalization to specific reality, and look for examples of the record types discussed. Interviews with academics and observations of their papers will lay a groundwork for the appraisal of faculty papers.


3. Contrary to the notion that the medieval university was a humble consortium of quiet scholars and students, Hofstadter and Metzger described the relative militancy of this institution. The universities were powerful corporate entities which derived autonomy from the decentralized power structure of medieval society. If one town proved inhospitable, masters and their pupils might simply move to another. Hofstadter and Metzger, 5-10.


9. The first glimmerings of the community service tradition have been traced back to the medieval period. Hofstadter and Metzger noted that "...the faculties of the great institutions--Bologna, Paris, Oxford--were consulted again and again on vital questions of doctrine and law, and were expected to state their findings and intervene in ecclesiastical and social affairs." Hofstadter and Metzger, 7.


11. Ibid., 382.

12. Veysey, 108; Robin S. Harris, A History of Higher Education in Canada: 1663-1960 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1976), 254-257. In Canada, the early leader in continuing education was the University of Toronto, which sought to make a university education more accessible to a geographically dispersed clientele.

13. For another discussion of the functions of the present-day university, see the forthcoming book, Documenting Colleges and Universities, by Bridget Blagbrough and Helen Samuels. In the July 1988 manuscript of the book, Blagbrough and Samuels expand what they describe as the university's traditional mission--teaching, research, and community service--into seven functions, that is, sustaining itself, conferring credentials, socializing, conveying knowledge, advancing knowledge, maintaining culture, and providing community service. "Preface," p. 17.

14. A juridical person is a collection or a succession of persons. For a fuller understanding of this concept, it is helpful to consider the legal distinction between a natural and an artificial person. The latter is also referred to as a corporation, which can be 'a single person and his successors, being the incumbents of a particular office, but ordinarily consisting of an association of numerous individuals. Such entity subsists as a body politic under a special denomination which is regarded in law as having a personality and existence distinct from that of its several members, and which is, by the same authority, vested with the capacity of continuous succession, irrespective of changes in its membership...and of acting as a unit or single individual in matters relating to the common purpose of the association, within the scope of the powers and authorities conferred upon such bodies by law." Henry Campbell Black, Black's Law Dictionary, 5th ed. (St. Paul, Minnesota: West Publishing Co., 1979), 307.

15. Archivists are demonstrating a growing interest in the role of function in archival theory and practice. For example, Kathleen Roe and Alden Monroe, during a 1988 Bentley fellowship, explored the history and uses of functional analysis. They have kindly supplied the author with a summary of their research as well as a chapter from a forthcoming book aimed at librarians and special librarians. In their attempt to define function, they have initially described it as "an area of responsibility in which an organization conducts activities in order to accomplish a purpose."(Alden N. Monroe and Kathleen Roe, "The Role of Function in Archival Practice," unpublished manuscript, 1988, 11). They have, in fact, offered a definition of competence.

A function (for example, conveying knowledge) comprises a group of activities, considered abstractly, which are necessary to accomplish one purpose. An intermediate
element is needed to link function with the activities creating the tangible documents with which the archivist deals. In other words, if a particular function is to be effected, it must be attached to one or more juridical persons. The attachment of a function to a juridical person is designated as that person's competence, i.e., the authority that person has been given to accomplish an act.

Competence often coincides with responsibility, the obligation to answer for an act. However, at times one is competent to carry out an act, but not ultimately responsible. For example, a student participating in a professor's research project may be given the competence to perform an experiment, but should the student submit incorrect figures, the ultimate responsibility (in the judgment of the academic discipline) would lie with the professor who published research based on poor data. For a further discussion of competence and responsibility, see Luciana Duranti, "Diplomatics: New Uses for an Old Science. Part III," Archivaria 30 (Summer 1990): in press.

16. The analysis of the work of the professor was derived from a variety of sources. In addition to the other works listed in subsequent endnotes, the following works were of general value: James A. Perkins, ed. The University as an Organization (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1973); Howard R. Bowen and Jack H. Schuster, American Professors: A National Resource Imperiled (New York: Oxford University Press, 1986); Logan Wilson, American Academics: Then and Now (New York: Oxford University Press, 1979), and Finkelstein.

17. U.B.C., Second to None, 9-11.

18. Veysey, 23-25. For another description of college education as a "discipline of the mind," see Matchlup's account of an early nineteenth-century statement by the faculty of Yale, which eloquently puts forth the case for a broad, classical education. Matchlup, 135.

19. Clark, 98-99. In other sections of his work, Clark touches on an often-raised question: Does a good researcher make a better university teacher or a more distracted one?

  Hermann von Helmholtz expressed the sentiment in favor of research most eloquently, "Whoever wants to give his students complete conviction about the accuracy of his statements must first of all know from his own experience how one wins conviction, and how one does not...this means that he must have worked on the boundaries of human knowledge and conquered new realms for it. A teacher who imparts convictions that are not his own is sufficient for students who are to be directed by authority as the source of their knowledge, but it is not for such as those who demand a foundation for their conviction down to the very last fundamentals." Hermann von Helmholtz, "Ueber die akademische Freiheit der deutschen Universitaten," in Vortrage und Reden (Braunschweig: n.p. 1884) 208-209, quoted in Hofstadter and Metzger, 389.
A thorough discussion of the teacher versus researcher debate is beyond the scope of this thesis, although this issue will appear in a somewhat different form in the discussion of appraisal for acquisition.

20. Robert Merton noted that "for science to be advanced, it is not enough that fruitful areas be originated or new experiments developed or new problems formulated or new methods instituted. The innovations must be effectively communicated to others. That, after all, is what we mean by a contribution to science--something given to the common fund of knowledge." Robert Merton, "The Matthew Effect in Science," in The Sociology of Science, ed. Norman W. Storer (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1973), 450, hereafter referred to as Merton, "Matthew Effect."

Edward Shils concurred that "the very structure of science absolutely requires publication. However stimulating oral and epistolary communication are and however much they have entered in recent years into the constitution of the scientific communications system, no scientific action is complete until it has been written and published." Edward Shils, "The Profession of Science," Advancement of Science 24 (June 1968): 473.


22. Joan Haas, Helen Samuels, and Barbara Simmons have studied and described the activities which comprise scientific and technological research, and which effect the dissemination of knowledge in these fields. They have provided a helpful listing of the documentation created during such activities. See Joan K. Haas, Helen Willa Samuels, and Barbara Trippel Simmons, Appraising the Records of Modern Science and Technology: A Guide (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1985).

23. Michael Faraday, quoted in Robin Harris, A History of Higher Education in Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1976), 78. Harris does not give the source of Faraday's quote.

24. Occasionally, one of the participants does recall a significant informal encounter thus verifying the existence of such exchanges. For example, see an account of the meeting of Francis Crick and the Cambridge mathematician John Griffith in the tea queue at Cambridge. Robert Olby, "Francis Crick, DNA, and the Central Dogma," in The Twentieth-Century Sciences: Studies in the Biography of Ideas, ed. Gerald Holton (New York: W.W. Norton, 1970), 245. We probably learn about such recalls most frequently in oral history interviews or in published personal memoirs, neither of which is the province of the archivist.


27. Hofstadter and Metzger, 6.

28. Metzger went so far as to propose that the academic profession existed "for decades and perhaps for centuries--before the specialist professions came on the scene." However, he characterized the early occupation of academic teaching as a traditional rather than a modern profession. The former was a profession which had evolved to the "limits of its type." If one were to deny that status to early academics, one would also have to deem early clergymen, doctors and lawyers as non-professionals. Metzger, 164-166.


30. Talcott Parsons, "The Strange Case of Academic Organization," *Journal of Higher Education* 42 (June 1971): 489. Describing the further power shifts among the various constituencies of the university community would require a lengthy analysis. Suffice it to say that academics such as Murray G. Ross have expressed concern about the erosion of professorial power. He commented, "The rationale for self-government by masters was that they possessed the knowledge, experience, and expertise to govern. The reform movement of the sixties was based on a different philosophy. It assumed that students and employees of the university possessed a kind of "organizational citizenship" that entitled them to representation in decision making." He concluded with a question, "Can a university survive without a dominant role in it for its best professional teachers and researchers?" Murray G. Ross, *The University: The Anatomy of Academe* (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1976), 182, 186. See also Murray G. Ross, "The Dilution of Academic Power in Canada: The University of Toronto Act," *Minerva* 10 (1972): 242-258.

31. Clark, 96. Kenneth Ruscio's words of caution are also appropriate at this point. He noted that any simple model of university governance was but a "heuristic device" that did not quite capture reality. With particular reference to the academic's authority role, Ruscio added "As higher education institutions require more and more management, the role of the faculty in governance evolves and adjusts to local conditions." Kenneth P. Ruscio, "Many Sectors, Many Professions," in *The Academic Profession: National, Disciplinary and Institutional Settings*, ed. Burton R. Clark (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1987), 349. The present study can only suggest the complexity of the individual professor's position in an ever-changing matrix of authority.

32. Canadian universities are traditionally governed by a two-tier system--a Board of Governors, composed primarily of non-academics with authority over administrative matters, and a Senate, composed primarily of faculty members with authority over academic affairs. The University of Toronto, which adopted a unicameral governing body in the early 1970s, is a notable exception to the pattern.
33. These policies may need to be re-examined one day. In the United States, the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission recently won a Supreme Court case which allowed the Commission to obtain confidential tenure evaluations. So far, these cases seem to involve institutional records rather than files kept by individual professors. Alan Andrews, "Academic Freedom & Tenure Column," CAUT Bulletin 37 (February 1990): 8-9.

34. In 1882, Jameson received the first Ph.D. in history ever awarded by Johns Hopkins University. His degree, one of the first doctorates granted in the entire United States, illustrated the new, Germanic, research-oriented trend of the American university. Jameson holds a place of honor among archivists for his pivotal role in establishing the National Archives of the United States. See Victor Gondos, Jr. J. Franklin Jameson and the Birth of the National Archives: 1906-1926 (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1981).


37. This chapter must be limited to a generalized picture of the academic's activities. It is worth mentioning, however, that, particularly in the realm of science, the usual composite picture is a "somewhat incomplete and idealistic representation." William Broad and Nicholas Wade, Betrayers of the Truth (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1982), 19.

Even Merton acknowledged the presence of flaws in the system when he described the Matthew effect, a biblical allusion to the Gospel According to St. Matthew which stated that "For unto every one that hath shall be given, and he shall have abundance: but from him that hath not shall be taken away even that which he hath." Merton, "Matthew Effect," 445. Merton believed that a more prominent scientist would often receive credit at the expense of a lesser known one. He concluded that "When the Matthew effect is thus transformed into an idol of authority, it violates the norms of universalism embodied in the institution of science and curbs the advancement of knowledge. But next to nothing is known about the frequency with which these practices are adopted by the editors and referees of scientific journals and by other gatekeepers of science." Ibid., 457.
Merton wrote his article in 1968. Since then, various researchers have studied the referee process for journal articles and the peer review of grant applications. Their studies have produced equivocal results regarding the merits of these systems. An article by Merton and Zuckerman suggested that for the Physical Review, the refereeing system worked without a bias towards the better-known physicists. Merton and Zuckerman, 460-496. Another study indicated that a referee was more likely to recommend acceptance of a manuscript that coincided with the referee's perspective on a controversial issue in child psychology. Michael J. Mahoney, "Publication Prejudices: An Experimental Study of Confirmatory Bias in the Peer Review System," Cognitive Therapy and Research 1 (1977): 161-175. Regarding the peer review system of grant applications, Stephen and Jonathan Cole and Gary Simon found that "luck of the reviewer draw" affected the acceptance of applications. (Stephen Cole, Jonathan R. Cole, and Gary A. Simon "Chance and Consensus in Peer Review," Science 214 (1981): 881-886. Such evidence supports Broad and Wade's contention that "peer review and refereeing are at best coarse screens." (Broad and Wade, 106)

38. Ross, 206-209.

CHAPTER TWO

FACULTY PAPERS

The academic world has a relatively high tolerance for idiosyncrasy in work habits.

Kenneth Ruscio

Some observers of the educational scene would say that Kenneth Ruscio is far too mild in describing one of the salient characteristics of university life. Faculty members, as individuals working on the frontiers of knowledge, are paid to think differently—from society and from one another. Nonetheless, Ruscio’s remark is an appropriate quotation to mark the transition from an abstract discussion of the common competences of the professor to the presentation of the reality which a university archivist must confront in dealing with actual academics as individual record keepers. That reality will be represented by interviews which undertook to explore the validity of the functional analysis just proposed and to verify and illustrate the existence of documents predicted by the analysis. Furthermore, the interviews will serve to reveal faculty attitudes towards their papers and towards archives. An understanding of these attitudes could assist the university archivist to develop a more effective strategy for the acquisition of faculty papers, and, as well, create a more effective program for managing the administrative records of the institution.
The group of professors of the University of British Columbia (U.B.C.) who participated in either structured or less formal interviews about faculty papers included some academics who are currently on staff, and some who have retired. It would be a misnomer to term these categories "active" versus "retired," because, as a professor expressed it, "'We tend to think of retirement as being an event, but in fact, it is a process and you become more and more retired, ... but I have really kept quite busy.'" This style of retirement should be taken into account by the archivist who appraises faculty archives for acquisition.

In order to provide a context for the findings of the interviews, it is appropriate to present some information about each faculty member interviewed formally.

Samuel Rothstein was the Founding Director, in 1961, of the School of Librarianship (now the School of Library, Archival and Information Studies). After relinquishing the Directorship in 1970, he continued to serve the school as a Professor until his retirement in 1986. Rothstein is currently sorting through his papers in preparation for donating them to the U.B.C. Archives.

Joost Blom, a Professor in the Faculty of Law, specializes in contracts, private international law, and tax law. A member of the faculty since 1972, he has served as President of the Faculty Association and as an Associate Dean of the Law Faculty. Blom helps to provide continuing professional education for lawyers, and he counsels law students on post-graduate legal study.
Margaret Prang, a specialist in Canadian history, taught briefly at United College in Winnipeg before assuming her post at U.B.C. in 1957. Prang was elected President of the Canadian Historical Association, and she is one of the few women who served as a Department Head at U.B.C. Although now officially retired from the University, she is continuing her historical research and looks forward to completing a book on Caroline MacDonald, a Canadian missionary who promoted prison reform in early twentieth-century Japan.

Stefania Ciccone is a Professor of Italian in the Department of Italian and Hispanic Studies. She earned a master’s degree in physical chemistry before turning to the study of Italian literature and joining the U.B.C faculty in 1963. She currently teaches a range of courses from beginning Italian to advanced Italian literature. Active in her local ethnic community, Ciccone coordinated a cable television series, *Personaggi e Vicende della nostra Terra*, on the development of Italian culture.

Nathan Divinsky, a Professor of Mathematics, came to U.B.C. in 1959. He has combined his university career with public service, first as a member (1974-1977), and then Chairman of the Vancouver School Board (1978-1979), and finally as a Vancouver Alderman (1980-1981). Known for his ability to teach large classes in undergraduate mathematics, Divinsky has played on Canada’s Olympic Chess Team, and served as its captain. He is also a successful restaurateur.

Norman Epstein’s career on the faculty at U.B.C. began in 1951, when he joined the Department of Chemistry. In 1954, he became one of the founding
members of the Department of Chemical Engineering. Epstein served as President of the Canadian Society for Chemical Engineering and, although retired from U.B.C., he is currently editor of the *Canadian Journal of Chemical Engineering*.

Stephen Chatman, a Professor in the School of Music, is a composer who also teaches orchestration and composition. On the U.B.C. faculty since 1976, Chatman has written choral compositions, instrumental and orchestral music, and pieces for musical instruction in schools. As Co-Director of the Contemporary Players Ensemble, a student musical organization at U.B.C., he helps to arrange the group’s programs and performances.

Michael Smith joined the U.B.C. faculty in 1966, and became Director of the Biotechnology Laboratory there in 1987. He is also a Professor of Biochemistry. Smith was originally educated as a chemist, but his research interests led him into the study of nucleic acids, a field where he and his research teams are highly regarded. Recently named to head one of the Canadian government’s "Centres of Excellence," he will work with twenty-one scientists from five centers across the country to develop processes and products for this country’s biotechnology industry.

These brief descriptions of eight individuals in the university setting suggest the variety of ways in which the competences of the professor find expression in the activities described in the previous chapter. The methodology of this thesis did not permit any one individual’s papers to be thoroughly reviewed, as would happen during the process of arrangement and description in an archival repository. However, the
interviews and observations did bring to light some specific examples of the documentary residue resulting from the activities of these academics. These examples will be examined as a prelude to synthesizing general conclusions about the record-keeping practices and attitudes of faculty members.

Preparing and delivering lectures are two activities within the teaching competence. A professor’s lectures may draw on many sources, including, at first, the notes he took as a university student. It was interesting to observe that faculty members tend to save these notes long after their immediate usefulness must have passed. As Divinsky expresses it, "A lot of the stuff we learnt and talked about at the University [of Chicago] has never been published and it is the way I understood it and learnt it." Until last spring, Prang had kept the notes she took in courses taught by Arthur Lower, William Morton, Frank Underhill, and Donald Creighton.

As for the lecture notes themselves, professorial styles vary. For example, in elementary classes of Italian or calculus, where the subject material is relatively stable, some faculty members do not prepare teaching notes at all. Even in a small advanced course, Ciccone feels that notes impede her from addressing the needs and preferences of individual class members. Other professors make ephemeral notes, just before class, as a memory aid to serve the immediate requirements of the next hour, and then destroy the notes afterwards. In at least one case, the instructor’s concept of course content and methodology became expressed as a set of notes for students, which was duplicated and sold through the U.B.C. Bookstore. These notes later became a formal textbook, although by that time the exigencies of commercial publishing had mandated
additions and changes to the original manuscript. In the end, the textbook reflected a more generic version of the subject than the specific one which was taught at a particular time at U.B.C.⁷

When formal lecture materials are prepared, they could include completely written out texts, new outlines created each year, or one much-amended outline. One professor whose first language is not English, writes out complete essays in order to insure the correct expression of the ideas. The author of this thesis also wrote out complete lecture texts during her brief time as a faculty member because, as a first-time lecturer, she felt that a narrative form of expression on paper would most completely prepare her for an oral presentation. Epstein represents an experienced faculty member who used to keep fairly substantial lecture notes reflecting a core of information, such as formulae, which he wrote on the blackboard. He admits that the notes did not capture his verbal additions from year to year.⁸

Blom's preference, to capture the sometimes rapidly changing nature of the law, is to prepare an outline from scratch each year. As he notes, "Every year you have to revise very substantially, and every year I mess around with the sequence of subjects hoping one day to get the perfect sort of structure into the course."⁹

Blom keeps his old course outlines for many years back, while Smith, in another rapidly changing field, doesn't. Instead, he follows the inspiration given him by his old chemistry teacher:
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I asked him why are you a good teacher and he said, 'Well, one thing I do is I tear up my lecture notes every two years,' and I think he did it just as a matter of keeping himself fresh in his perception of it, because I think it is absolutely essential because of the way knowledge changes.10

Another way of reflecting course changes is expressed by Rothstein's "sherry principle," which found expression in one set of heavily amended notes. Rothstein notes that a cask of sherry represents "an amalgam of all the sherries that have preceded it."11 In the same way, rather than prepare a new set of notes for each year, Rothstein explains,

I started either to scribble over last years notes or pull out a page or two or let this go...and what I have left is a kind of amalgam of bits and pieces derived from probably several years in the past. That's not always true. In the case of courses which I either discontinued teaching or in the case of ones altered radically, you might find something like one last finished set, but for the ones I kept on teaching, they would tend to be prepared on the sherry principle.12

Several academics suggest that, if over the years a professor became more sure of his knowledge and more adept at quickly synthesizing new trends into a coherent presentation, then he would no longer need to prepare as much carefully written material before a lecture. In such a case, the lecture notes may not be a very faithful representation of what was said in class. Indeed, one academic expresses concern that heavily corrected lecture notes extant at the end of a career might cause later scholars to imagine that the teaching was poor. A similar caveat on teaching notes is offered by Blom, who captures the academic's common sentiment, "The actual classroom experience that I have given my students is, of course, not there."13
Lecture notes, however, can be supplemented by additional information on classroom procedures provided by such documents as course outlines, handouts distributed to the students, and the professors’ copies of midterm tests and final exams. In this study, it turned out that even professors who do not keep class notes tend to keep such additional items in case they ever have to teach the course again.\textsuperscript{14}

A better gauge of students’ learning experiences is provided through student papers that have been written for the course. In one graduate mathematics course, the professor has saved students’ papers in which they had solved small problems that later became part of the course.\textsuperscript{15} Rothstein feels that some of his students’ papers represent "a kind of contribution to knowledge and that they were worth preserving for that reason."\textsuperscript{16} He goes on to elaborate

The students had done good work and found out things that I didn’t know, and I used their material in preparation for the courses and sometimes for my articles and so on. In a number of instances, I encouraged them to publish theirs, and we used to have quite a number of student papers published.\textsuperscript{17}

Rothstein now has only a small number of student papers left from a much larger collection.\textsuperscript{18} He also once kept final exams actually written by students, so that he could gauge their level of performance over the years.\textsuperscript{19} There seem to be no other such instances among this group of professors, possibly because of departmental policies rather than individual preferences.

Students’ efforts in music composition have some chance of being retained, because Chatman requires that his students’ pieces be performed before the class.
Chatman has made tapes of many of these sessions, as well as tapes of concerts by the Contemporary Players, who also sometimes perform student works.\textsuperscript{20}

Finally, the faculty members who were interviewed regularly write letters of reference for students, and to this end, they often keep individual files on graduate students,\textsuperscript{21} or at least records of undergraduate and graduate course marks, depending on their view of how easy it would be to extract this information from the registrar.\textsuperscript{22} Since letters of reference often have to be written more than once, copies of them are frequently retained. This professorial duty could continue well into retirement, and such a file would survive when many other papers have been discarded.\textsuperscript{23}

Most of the research activities and their documentary residue were fairly well predicted by the functional analysis in Chapter One. Professors are quick to point out on their shelves their published books or articles, their intellectual offspring, which testify to the validity of their academic commitment. Most of the professors sampled have saved at least the last draft of each article, while Rothstein believes that he was probably more assiduous than the average academic in saving additional drafts.\textsuperscript{24} He suggests that in some cases, and certainly for his dissertation, the earlier drafts contain more information than the published form. Several other professors also make similar statements about earlier drafts that were not subject to the space restrictions imposed on the published article. Blom, the only professor interviewed to compose directly on a word processor, is usually left with only the final form. His extra information tends to remain as notes, which he keeps for further use.\textsuperscript{25}
Some professors also keep raw material for possible future use, either by themselves, or if they believe that it could be used by others. For example, one academic is preserving the tapes and transcripts from the interviews for his Canadian Childhood History Project, and from extensive interviews with four now-deceased members of Premier Duff Pattullo’s cabinet. He plans to donate the latter set of transcripts to the British Columbia Archives and Records Service to join the Pattullo papers in that repository. Prang, on the other hand, believes that her research notes would be of little use to anyone else, and usually destroys them soon after the book or article is published.

The scientists interviewed, Smith and Epstein, retain their laboratory notebooks. Smith also keeps a file containing the correspondence associated with each published article.

A little bit depends on how extensive it was and how relevant it was to getting it published. Again, space becomes a problem and you suddenly find the file drawer is full up and you start going through the files and say, well, what is really the core of the information I need to keep?

Scientists often work in teams that may include student assistants. Smith returns his students’ laboratory notebooks to them, while Epstein retains a duplicate notebook prepared by the student.

The large reprint file (either of preprints, actual reprints, or photocopies), while still in existence, is no longer the universal concomitant of professorial life that it once
appeared to be. Blom used to order photocopies of any item he thought might be important, but then, as he explains,

I realized that they just piled up and sat in files and all I really wanted was the reference in case I ever needed to know something about that. So now the computer data base of references to the literature is what I use.31

Smith has realized that he never has the time to look at most of the articles he has photocopied, although he admits that they seem to accumulate when he writes review articles.32 One reprint collection proved to be distinctive: Epstein went to considerable time and expense to obtain translations of many hard-to-obtain articles from Russian literature on chemical engineering. These articles played a significant role in one of his research projects.33

Those faculty members who were interviewed and who regularly receive outside funding do save documentation relating to their grants. For example, Ciccone received a large grant, from the Secretary of State for Multiculturalism, to finance the television programs on Italian culture. She has been careful to save all of the records pertaining to the grant and the production of the shows.34 Smith feels responsible for retaining a record of his laboratory’s grant-related income and expenses.35 Legal documents such as contracts for book publication are pointed out as particularly valuable.36

There are some variations in the activities and documents arising from the research competence. For instance, Ciccone’s major study of the Italian language is available as a machine-readable data base as well as in published form, and she has
saved all of the documentation from the project.  Chatman has written a few articles, but his research competence is primarily expressed through his compositions. He first writes down his musical ideas in a preliminary sketch, which is often a condensed version of what he hears in his mind. He then prepares a final, complete composition and sends it to a music publisher for consideration. Unlike the system of refereed journals which prevails in much of the rest of academia, the music publisher himself or his editor decides if the work will be published and sold outright, or if the work will be published and the scores rented out. Like academic publishers, however, music publishers must maintain standards to insure their survival in the business. Chatman's composition may also be recorded, and if it is, there is the possibility of royalties accruing to the composer when the music is performed. Chatman must maintain correspondence and contracts, which document the legal nature of these arrangements. In addition, he has saved concert programs, and clippings and reviews about his work.

Every faculty member in this group has participated in one form or another of university service, from departmental committees to the University Senate. However, academics differ in the extent to which they have preserved the documents created or received during that service. Smith expresses the common sentiment that faculty members keep committee files for a while and then discard them when the committee service is over. He comments,

You do the work, and you send a report in and then you eventually think, why do I have this big bundle of paper? A file which might have been quite thin twenty years ago is now usually quite voluminous because people xerox stuff to the nth degree.
It is different when the files relate to a matter of special ongoing interest—for instance, Blom’s particular concern with curriculum development in the Law Faculty—or when the files represent the successful culmination of a particular administrative goal—for example, Epstein’s success in obtaining humanities courses for engineers. In both of these instances, faculty members consciously preserve files relating to administrative matters. In another case, however, an academic has not saved the records of his curricular triumph. Finally, Rothstein, still in the process of going through his papers, recounts his experiences on the committee which first brought a computer to campus, as well as his work on the committee which established a university archives. Records of these early committees may still be extant in his files.

Similarly, all of the faculty members interviewed have been active participants as officers or committee members of their subject disciplinary organizations, the U.B.C. Faculty Association, or the CAUT. However, they vary in the extent to which they save the documentation relating to these activities. Among the retirees, Rothstein and Epstein still have office space and have thus far preserved many such files. On the other hand, Blom, who is still on the faculty, does not save much material from the Faculty Association, because he believes that this material is being kept in the Association’s offices. Prang, now retired and working at her home, has discarded the documentation relating to her participation in the early years of the CAUT.

In general, the academics interviewed have kept copies of reports they submitted as referees. Furthermore, Epstein, although retired, is currently serving as Editor of the
Canadian Journal of Chemical Engineering. Like many scholarly journals, it operates through a system of rotating editorships. Epstein has concluded arrangements for the Journal's editorial records to be deposited in McMaster University's Library on a regular basis. On the other hand, the two mathematicians who are Co-Editors-in-Chief of the Canadian Mathematical Bulletin, will, at the conclusion of their term, ship their editorial records on to the next editors.

The community service activities of the interviewed faculty are represented by a variety of documents. For example, Blom keeps files which relate to his activities as a legal consultant to law firms. He comments, "I keep the notes I do simply because they often cover a point that I am later interested in writing about, or I remember that I found something when I was looking at this problem."

Ciccone's area of commitment concerns the broader Italian community of Vancouver. She maintains files about the Dante Alighieri Society, which she helped to establish to promote the study of Italian culture, and which she served as President for many years. She also supported the development of the Italian Cultural Centre, about which she keeps a clipping file.

Somewhat connected to community service is the relationship of one's profession to society. Epstein, in particular, believes that scientists have a special obligation to use their knowledge responsibly, and he has contributed letters to professional journals and newspapers expressing his opinions on various issues.
At times, community activities are not as closely related to professional interests. Divinsky’s participation in civic politics reflects a broader connotation of community service. Although he saved relatively few documents from his School Board duties, he has kept his aldermanic correspondence, including incoming letters and copies of his replies. He has also kept files relating to his participation in the Chess Olympics.52

Further examples of faculty record keeping could be offered at this point, but it seems more appropriate now to present a few general observations on what might be termed the practical and philosophical factors that affect the retention and disposition of faculty archives. Indeed, some of the examples of faculty papers have already foreshadowed some possible answers to the question of why academics keep certain documents and throw out others. Interspersed in this discussion will be some brief impressions on professorial records management.

Certain practical factors affect the ultimate preservation of faculty papers. First, academics often work on their writing chores at home. Homes are larger than offices and offer more nooks and crannies into which papers might eventually disappear. It may be that keeping documents at home mitigates against the mental connection of research notes and the university. Why donate to a university archives any papers which were never at the university in the first place? Also, a "table full" of documents at home removed from a crowded university office may never make its way back.
Second, professors may move from one office to another. Rothstein, interviewed in a small room in the Library basement, describes the progressive loss of files as he moved "from the Director's office to a much smaller one as Professor and subsequently down here."\textsuperscript{54} Blom, when asked if he has a system for closing files, remarks, "A system was kind of forced on me by the fact that I moved office every couple of years and so I took the opportunity to throw out what I had not looked at since the last move."\textsuperscript{55} Retirement, and the ultimate loss of all university office space is a critical time. As Divinsky notes, "I'm getting pretty ruthless as theoretically I have to retire in a year and empty this place out."\textsuperscript{56}

Third, unless the professor is serving in an administrative role, he is generally responsible for managing his own records without secretarial help. Rothstein notes the difference in his files when organized by a secretary, and when organized by himself.\textsuperscript{57} Other academics may try to co-opt student assistants or spouses into setting up classification systems for them. In general, however, systematic management of records is simply not a priority for the average academic. Even the professorial pack-rat is more aptly characterized as a records keeper rather than a records organizer.

Philosophically, professors are pragmatists when they consider the documents in their offices. Academics mostly retain what they need to go about their business of teaching, research, university or community service. Records are not seen as being important in themselves and, in particular, not for the sake of posterity. As Rothstein observes, "I kept the material for really the most obvious of reasons, because I continued to have need of it."\textsuperscript{58} Also, record-keeping is affected by how the professor
perceives that office staff are keeping the records he might need. Blom comments, "If you ask somebody to dig something out of storage, they look devastated by the suggestion. It’s half a day’s work, so that’s why I keep all the sort of internal faculty stuff that I think I might find interesting sometime."

In addition, the faculty record-keeping picture is colored by other factors: pride, nostalgia, whimsy, inertia, and personal temperament. Academics are proud of their finished products—their publications, including books, journals, and musical compositions—and maintain these with care. Pride in certain administrative accomplishments also causes them to keep particular files, but not always. Nostalgia, mixed with pride in his intellectual heritage, seems to play a role in the faculty member’s retaining his own student notebooks. To discard such items is like cutting an academic umbilical cord. Nostalgia makes it difficult for a professor like Smith, who had already thrown away his own out-of-date lecture notes, to part with his undergraduate textbooks from his university days. Nostalgia or even whimsy may lie behind another academic’s retention of such items as high school play programs.

Some material seems to be kept purely because the faculty member has not yet got around to discarding it. "I probably should throw those out," observes Divinsky when going through some of his university service files. Or, from Blom, "I have a lot of files which I should throw away, but until the drawer actually gets full, I don’t." Inertia regarding document disposal seems related to the professor’s individual nature, which tempers the entire record-keeping process. An academic may be proud of an accomplishment in curriculum, for example, but if he is not a keeper, he may
nonetheless discard the material which relates to this episode. These conscious
discarders pride themselves on a "lean and mean" filing system. Their opposite
number, the conscious keepers, appear equally content. "I have the habit of not
throwing anything away,"64 "I've not thrown out a bound book yet,"65 and "I haven't
yet thrown out a lecture note"66 are sentiments expressed by this type of academic.
Between the conscious keepers and the conscious discarders, one could postulate a
continuum of faculty members retaining a middling amount of material.

Faculty record-keeping is also affected by an academic's notion of who owns
his papers. There seems to be a general sense among faculty members, such as Smith,
who currently holds an administrative position, and among those who have held similar
positions in the past, such as Prang and Rothstein, that laboratory or department heads
should leave their administrative office documents behind for their successors.67 This
same notion does not hold for files which they keep as individuals on university
committees, although Blom admits that the Faculty of Law may have a legal right to
claim his files from the curriculum committee if it wants to do so.68

Academics most firmly express a notion of ownership when speaking of their
own research documents. Prang states,

I don't think that the university owns them because the professor decides
what the character of the research is going to be, and it seems to me
that this is a very important principle in universities... We talk a lot about
independent research, and I think that one of the problems about the
university now is that, as it becomes more of a vocational institute with
business calling the shots... the idea that somebody else owns the
research, if not the professor himself or herself, gains ground, and I think
that is very dangerous for the university... Professors have always been
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jealous guardians of their right to do research on what they think is important and to publish that research freely.\textsuperscript{69} 

The faculty member feels free to throw out whatever documents he thinks he owns. Disposal practices seem to follow no particular systematic scheme. "I throw out marks just whenever I get the feeling it is time."\textsuperscript{70} "I throw it away every time I get fed up looking at the file."\textsuperscript{71} "I've been trying to make a rule. Every time I put something in a file, I'll throw something else out."\textsuperscript{72} 

Many documents are disposed of at will because the faculty members in this study, whether from the arts or sciences, confirm the concept expressed earlier that "Publication is, I guess, the ultimate criteria because those are the things that are judged to be successful science because they go to refereed journals."\textsuperscript{73} Or "I personally think that my published things are probably the most significant."\textsuperscript{74} Or "The best stuff has really been published."\textsuperscript{75} Or "The published product is the only thing that counts."\textsuperscript{76} 

Regarding their unpublished papers, the faculty members in this study, with some exceptions, have little sense of their papers' possible use by others. In the elite world of the research-oriented academic, those who can, do research, those who cannot, either teach, or write the history or the sociology of the discipline. To a successful practitioner in a subject discipline, it is far less important to tell the history of the field than to do first-rate research in the field itself. The academic has made his judgment already; if it is valuable, it is published.
Faculty members tend to be relatively modest when asked what they would select to give to an archives. Smith’s remark is typical—"I suspect I would say, well you take what you want, and I wouldn’t be surprised if they didn’t want anything."77 Prang observes, "It’s hard for me to imagine that anybody would really be very much interested in what is in there."78 Blom comments, "I’m not worthy of a biography. Few of us are famous or interesting."79

Finally, some faculty members share the general public’s misconceptions about archival repositories, and the role of institutional archives as institutional memory. Society’s frequent failure to acknowledge archives is illustrated by a recent segment of a well-respected television series, The Nature of Things. The episode, "Turning to Dust," dealt with the problems caused by the acidic nature of modern paper. The announcer’s opening sentence proclaimed, "Books are where we store all of human knowledge."80 It is therefore not surprising to sense confusion in the minds of some academics who seem to use the words archives and libraries interchangeably or make comments such as, "There are buildings getting filled with mathematical publications, aren’t these archives enough."81 Other professors offer very broad, general definitions of "archives": "A semi-organized place where you keep, in some semi-accessible way, records of any kind;"82 or "A collection of materials that is considered important in some sense to someone, either to the general public or to someone who is specializing in a particular field;"83 or "Ideally, in an archives you would hope to find all the material, other than printed material, that would help us to understand where we’ve been, and how we got where we are, and that would cover almost anything."84 Other
faculty members are more specific. Smith concludes that archives are "any
documentation...related to the activities of individuals or institutions," while Rothstein
correctly observes that

Often, the distinction between archives and current files is forced upon
you by space requirements or others and so you tend to call archives the
infrequently used materials, but, in point of fact, if you are likely to
draw on them for current practice, current activities, there really is no
difference.86

To move the discussion from archives in general to institutional archives in
particular, it became evident during the course of this study that although university
archivists may regard their repositories as a self-evident good, this opinion is not
shared by all professors. Moreover, even if they favor the existence of such archives,
faculty members do not regard university archives as being automatically entitled to
their papers. Despite the desire of university archivists to preserve professorial papers
in their proper institutional context, the comments of some faculty members suggest
that they could be seduced by the blandishments of a centralized, subject-based
archives. One faculty member proposes that where the archival material is "related to
the development of an institution...it might be better to keep this,... but I would send
to the central repository material of more general interest such as courses, teaching
approaches, associations, activities, and so on."87 This belief is supported by another
academic, who admits that although such an approach may be expensive, "Ideally, it
would be a good thing, and then you would have more historians writing books about
historians."88
Additional points could be drawn from the faculty interviews, but at least five of the conclusions already suggested deserve restatement and, in some cases, further discussion. First, the competences of the professor can be documented through the thoughtful acquisition of faculty archives, which constitute an interesting and extensive documentary residue. In turn, the functions of the university itself can be partially documented through the papers of faculty members.

Second, in the absence of a clear university policy claiming jurisdiction over the papers in their offices, faculty members react intuitively to the question of ownership. Much of this reaction may be grounded in their notion of academic freedom. Although this term has been variously defined by the several constituencies of the university in different locales and in different eras, the academics in this study would probably define academic freedom as the freedom to investigate what they please and the freedom to teach as they see fit. Support of this concept overrides any sense that the university pays the professor to teach and do research and therefore owns his papers. The faculty member is willing to concede that important administrative papers (for instance, those created during a headship) do not belong to him personally, but lesser administrative documents are not similarly categorized. How can notions of ownership be reconciled with a sound definition of the "archives" or the "fonds" of a faculty member?

The archives of the professor includes all of the documents created or received by him in fulfillment of the competences assigned to him by virtue of his appointment, and so delineated in the faculty handbook. In fact, it must be pointed out that the
expression "archives of..." embodies a relation of paternity, not a legal relation of ownership. Regarding ownership, a faculty archives could belong to the university and be part of its larger fonds. As noted above, however, this argument runs counter to the cherished principle of academic freedom, and is therefore not a viable concept ideologically and certainly not practically.

The underlying flaw is the lack of a records policy that has been drawn up in concert with the values of academic freedom, and that is known and understood by the members of the university community. At its most basic level, such a policy would define what belongs to the professor and what belongs to the university. The ideal consequence of this policy would be a university-wide records classification system with a records schedule outlining the ultimate disposition of all documents. If a series lies within such a scheme, it belongs to the university; if not, it belongs to the professor.

To be sure, there would be many problems in enforcing this ideal. For instance, a departmental chairman may inadvertently take home an obvious and distinct section of departmental records, which are found among his papers after his death. The archivist would add these files to the departmental records already in the archives, and note their custodial history in the finding aid for the department. In the finding aid for the professor’s papers, the archivist would mention the files’ removal and present location. In other cases, departmental records may be so intertwined with the papers of a faculty member, chairman or not, that their removal would seriously damage the integrity of the faculty member’s personal archives.
If a university were to require departments and ultimately professors to adhere to a records management scheme, that university should provide a records center to support the application of a schedule. It would not be fair to expect a faculty member to retain a perpetually expanding set of files in his office which policy forbade him to destroy. As he shipped his administrative files to the records center to join the appropriate series, the university would gain better control of its administrative records, but at the cost of not documenting the professor as a whole. In archival terms, provenance takes precedence over original order. These difficult issues will surface again in the next chapter when the discussion will focus on institutional practices rather than on the individual records creator. Suffice it to say that if university records were designated and recognized as such, were regularly separated by their faculty creators from personal documents, and periodically designated for transfer to a records center, then university archivists might be less concerned about a subject discipline repository seeking faculty papers. The latter type of repository, however, could still present difficulties both in theory and in practice.

These statements preface the third conclusion drawn from the faculty interviews: some academics would prefer to deposit their papers in a centralized subject repository rather than a university archives. Thematic repositories usually center on types of record-creators, such as the members of a minority group; on broad topical areas, such as the labor movement or women's studies; or, on more traditionally-defined subjects, particularly in the sciences, such as physics or mathematics. These science-oriented repositories are sometimes designated as subject discipline history centers in
consideration of the wide range of their work, which is not limited to the acquisition of archival material.\textsuperscript{90} They will be discussed in more detail in Chapter Three, and some examples will be given of their role as a repository of last resort for archival fonds without an obvious home. For now, some general issues will be raised.

The preference for centralized repositories expressed by some faculty members validates the concept put forth in Chapter One that many faculty members feel more closely allied with their subject discipline than with the university. They believe that other people specializing in the same discipline can better understand and appreciate the nature of their research. In support of this contention, it can be said that the typical university archivist cannot hope to match the subject expertise of a specialist archivist, perhaps with undergraduate science credentials, who then devotes his professional life to the documentation of a particular field. In addition, a university archivist has a myriad of duties to perform beyond the preservation of faculty papers.

Of theoretical importance is the archival notion of complementarity or relatedness. Victoria Blinkhorn writes: "The principle of complementarity dictates for a repository to acquire only those organic groups of records for which the repository itself or other institutions in the area have supporting sources, primary or secondary."\textsuperscript{91} On the one hand, a subject repository such as an archives of mathematics or of physics, which acquires faculty papers, does not violate the conceptual underpinnings of this notion. The research papers of faculty members probably have a closer affinity to those of others in the same subset of the discipline, regardless of institutional affiliation, than they do to those of other faculty members in the same department,
much less the same university. Scientists speak of the invisible college, or network of private communication, which cuts across campus boundaries, and which shapes the members’ research. Through this network, most research results are made known and criticized long before they appear in print. Even in subjects such as the humanities, the bond between a master historian and his disciples will be much closer than the bond between disciple and the departmental colleague who, by chance, occupies the office next door. Blinkhorn speaks of the relationship of the fonds of artists who belong to the same school. In the same sense, scholars enjoy proud academic traditions and intellectual lineages which can influence them when choosing a repository.

On the other hand, professors do work in institutional surroundings. Institutional attitudes and practices may affect research priorities, and curricula developed at the departmental level will have a bearing on what the professor teaches. In this sense, a centralized subject archives would therefore represent a loss in complementarity as well as a gain. Also, where do records relating to community service belong? If a consultation with a local business stimulated a particular line of research, then the relevant consultancy files belong with the professor’s research papers in the subject archives. The consultation, however, may have stemmed from a community problem, and the academic’s papers are best understood in their local surroundings. How would faculty donors and archivists resolve these dilemmas if subject repositories were to enter in full competition for faculty papers?
The individual faculty member may face another difficulty in considering subject-based archives for faculty papers. What is the subject? Would Smith's papers belong in an Archives of Genetics, of Biochemistry, of Chemistry, or perhaps even one of Medicine because his work in genetic engineering will ultimately benefit the practice of medicine? How about an Archives of Applied Biomedical Technology? What happens as new fields arise? Would an Archives of Chemistry then disgorge part of its holdings into a nascent Archives of Biochemistry? Which fonds? For what time period? Many subject-based repositories are well funded and supported by large, well-established organizations. Others may not be as well endowed or as wisely managed.

Several professors suggested splitting faculty papers in various ways. In one proposal, university-related material would go to a university archives, and subject-related material to a centralized subject archives. Such a division could obscure the relationships that exist between archival documents. The organic archival bond arises out of a natural accumulation of documents, rather than an artificial sorting and regrouping of them, however seductive it may be for the professor or archivist to play the transcendant postal clerk, pigeonholing papers as so many discrete, subject-based entities. Once this process is begun, where does it end, particularly in the case of faculty members whose research has involved diverse fields?

Michael Bliss, for example, has written highly regarded works on the history of business and the history of medicine, as well as numerous articles on free trade and other topics. The separation by subject of his papers, or those of any other academic, may be the most dangerous expression of complementarity. Much of the research
potential of those papers could be severely damaged by such handling. Fortunately, Bliss has been closely associated with one institution, the University of Toronto, for all of his academic life. He has already made several deposits of his papers to that university’s archives. Therefore, his fonds is not going to be dispersed.

It would be different if a faculty member had been deeply involved with several institutions. As with so many archival matters, careful analysis and common sense rather than inflexible rules should be the determinants in deciding the appropriate location for an academic’s papers. The underlying question is whether the material was created as one fonds or several. At each new institution, did the professor close the door (and close the fonds) on his old research projects, teaching activities and community service, and begin again to fulfill his competences as directed by the priorities of his new university? Or did he use some documents from his old institution as the nucleus for a new set of files to reflect his current activities? If that faculty member has pursued one subject field, and all of his documents become interrelated in this fashion, a special subject repository may be the best choice. Complementarity within the fonds, that is, the principle of respect des fonds, would take priority over complementarity of institutional holdings obtained by entrusting each institution with the custody of the material created by the professor during his affiliation with it.

Even if a professor has been primarily associated with one line of research at one institution, he may take time out from that research to pursue a project with academics from several other universities. The records of such a venture could be
separated from the rest of his papers and placed, along with the papers of his co-workers, at an archives representing the subject discipline. In this case, the fonds would be represented by the project, its creator being the entire team of academics, not its single component members. Consider, for instance, Canada’s Centres of Excellence program, funded by the Ministry of State for Science and Technology. Each project is the product of the coordinated work of teams of researchers in various fields and from various institutions in the public and private sectors. A single university archives may not have the resources necessary for the effective preservation of the documentary residue of such a project. By contrast, a subject-discipline history center would be more likely to have staff that is knowledgeable about multi-institutional collaboration. If the documentation of a particular project is separated from a faculty member’s papers, the procedure would be the same that was recommended for the removal from his fonds of administrative material belonging to the university. A note should be made in the finding aid for the professor’s papers describing the rationale behind the removal, and the location of the separated material.

What happens when an archivist approaches a faculty member well before retirement, and that person donates part of his papers to the archives, but then accepts an appointment to another institution? Ideally the professor has only parted with the documents of those projects that he has already concluded, and in that sense these files represent a closed fonds that can be retained in the first university without damaging the integrity of the professor’s subsequent personal archives. The archival bond is thus respected and the documentation of the institution’s functions is maintained.
The possibility of such an occurrence should therefore not mitigate against the fourth conclusion—the archivist should approach academics before retirement. Many faculty members will have the greatest quantity of papers at the culmination of their career and perhaps for a short time afterwards, and then they begin to wind down their activities and think of retirement. Up to a certain point, a professor takes in more papers than he throws out. He is building a career, writing and receiving letters, participating in organizations, and accumulating files full of research notes and publications. As he passes his peak, however, the situation changes. Perhaps with an increased sense of his own mortality, the faculty member finally has time to take a long look at his files. He may ask himself why he is still keeping his notes from university days. He doesn’t need as extensive an outline for teaching. He no longer reviews as many grant proposals. He may, in fact, now be throwing out more papers than he receives, and he may be experiencing a detachment from the papers he still retains. Unfortunately for the university archivist, there is no fool-proof formula for identifying this stage in the faculty member’s life. The professor may not even be consciously aware of it himself. However, the fundamental message is clear: maximum record retention usually occurs at some point before retirement.

A fifth and final conclusion to this chapter should be drawn. The identification of potentially valuable archival fonds is only the prelude to an educational effort that a university archivist must be prepared to initiate within his university community. The next step in this thesis is to consider the nature of that educational process, which must occur within the context of other mechanisms designed to promote the successful
acquisition of faculty archives. To delineate those mechanisms, guidance will be sought from the policies and practices of selected university archives in Canada and the United States.
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I am convinced that the papers of faculty represent an absolutely integral component of the documentary record of any university community. As such, they ought to be acquired by any academic archives worth its salt.

Patrick M. Quinn

Patrick M. Quinn, the Archivist of Northwestern University, very actively solicits the papers of retiring Northwestern academics. His practice is in concert with the proposition of this thesis, that, if a university archivist wishes to fully document his institution, then he should examine the professor's competences and resultant activities, and preserve their documentary residue as found in the papers of individual academics.

Not all university archivists have been able or even willing to adopt the attitude of Quinn. Although it may seem difficult to characterize the widely varying policies and practices at different institutions, a fuller understanding of this diversity is a necessary prelude to proposing a methodology for appraising faculty papers for acquisition. Such a proposal also warrants an examination of two other factors which may impinge on the acquisition of this material: the existence of subject discipline history centers or repositories, and financial considerations. Although these centers were discussed in general terms in the last chapter, their importance justifies a specific illustration of their development and practices, and some reference to the Canadian
scene. The possible monetary value of faculty papers, while not a significant factor for most academics, is still worthy of mention. Canadian archivists should be aware of the impact of the tax laws and the role of the Canadian Cultural Property Export Review Board in the acquisition of private papers. Furthermore, a university policy statement on records management should consider the ownership of documents which could be involved in a sale or an application for tax credit.

A. Appraisal for Acquisition of Faculty Papers--Some Current Practices

Information on some of the current procedures of university archivists was obtained through correspondence and conversation with selected archivists in Canada and the United States as well as through published articles. One might hope that much of the desired data about the preservation of faculty papers could be gleaned through perusing official statements of archival mandate and studying detailed acquisition policies. Unfortunately, not all university archives have such formal statements or policies, even though they may actively acquire faculty papers. Sometimes, an institution’s governing board has approved some general resolution regarding university records, but faculty papers are not mentioned. Sometimes, too, even when formal statements mention faculty papers, a personal conversation or letter is still necessary to elucidate the true state of affairs.

One thus encounters an array of formal and informal statements, written procedures and actual practices from which to extract a few general conclusions and examples. This diverse body of elements is reflective of a variety of opinions on the
benefits of acquiring faculty papers. Those archivists who do not value professorial
archives do not solicit them at all, although they might accept an offer of such papers
from a faculty member. The archivists who are more favorably inclined towards
faculty papers disagree on whom to approach. Some prefer to periodically contact all
faculty or all faculty of a certain rank; others consider it better to approach all retiring
faculty of whatever rank; still others use a set of criteria to approach academics
selectively for their papers. Archivists also differ in the level of intensity with which
they pursue their acquisition activities. To illustrate these variations, the practices of
several university archives will be described on the following pages.

The Archivist of the University of Calgary does not solicit faculty papers
because she does not wish to deflect her limited archival resources from the more
pressing needs of managing institutional records. Her personal reservations about the
worth of faculty papers echo the comments of some academics quoted in the last
chapter. She believes that the long-term value of scholarly research lies in the
publication itself, that teaching prowess is difficult to capture through a professor’s
documentary residue, and that faculty correspondence proves generally disappointing.
She does not, however, categorically refuse to accept faculty papers.5

Similarly, the Director of the William Ready Division of Archives and Research
Collections of the McMaster University Library, does not solicit professors’ papers,
although she would accept them as donations. She stated that the Division is not an
"established university archives," and currently has neither the space nor the staff to
initiate an active program for the acquisition of academics’ papers.6
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At the other end of the archival spectrum, Harvard University has long solicited the papers of all of its tenured faculty. Although faculty papers are not mentioned in any official archival mandate, the Curator sends a general letter to all tenured faculty members every few years, and writes individually to retiring faculty members. The institution believes that, even if the tenured faculty member is not "the leader" in his field, he is very close to the top.

The Archivist of the University of Regina similarly has an all-inclusive policy of soliciting faculty papers. Although she would approach academics doing "exciting research" early in their careers, her primary focus is to solicit the papers of every retiring faculty member—at present, two or three retirees a year. Her rationale is that by soliciting papers from all faculty, the Archives will not miss any valuable material. More importantly, increasing "archival consciousness" among faculty members has worked to the Archives benefit—notably in getting major policy decisions passed, including one to establish a records-management program. As this archivist noted, "The Archives is in a strong position within the university because people on this campus feel they have a personal part in it."

A now-retired archivist, who established the Archives at the University of British Columbia, began by actively soliciting the papers of professors who had already retired when she started her program. After that initial period, she preferred to send occasional letters to all faculty members advising them of the Archives' willingness to accept their papers. Although she sometimes called upon professors directly, her basic
policy was one of allowing self-selection by interested faculty members. Those who participated usually approached the Archives at the time of their retirement.9

Some archivists have more specific criteria for approaching academics. The Head of the Department of Archives and Special Collections at the University of Manitoba, describes the focus of his archives as prairie literature and prairie agriculture. He only solicits faculty papers within these areas of specialization for fear that the Archives would otherwise lose its identity and become "a mere collector of faculty papers" rather than a research center, which supports one of the missions of the university.10

Other archivists prefer a different set of standards when soliciting faculty papers. For instance, the Director of the Michigan State University Archives, describes his collecting efforts as "somewhat active." He reports that although he is often contacted by faculty with regard to their papers, he solicits their archives on a "very selective basis"11 according to three criteria: "national or international reputation in one’s respective field...record of service with the institution and a contribution to its growth and development...[and] an active role in the community."12 Furthermore, he discovered through a survey sent to fifty college and university archives, that other archivists also consistently cited these same criteria.13 In the same article, this archivist also discusses the advantages and disadvantages of approaching academics before retirement, but he does not specify the practice at his own institution.14
The former Archivist of the University of Toronto describes the Archives during his tenure as "moderately active" in the pursuit of faculty papers, by which he means that the Archives contacted academics or spouses when they heard that a well-known faculty member was retiring, moving or had died. He estimates that these contacts were made two or three times a year. Paralleling the experience of the archivist at Michigan State, this Canadian archivist reports that more faculty members tended to approach the Archives than vice-versa. Once a professor did so and learned about the tax legislation, he would sometimes come back with further donations in later years. Faculty papers in general, however, were given a lower priority than gaining control of the University's administrative records.15

Sometimes, whatever criteria an archivist espouses in principle, or however intensely the archivist may wish to pursue his acquisitions, other imperatives such as lack of space and personnel intervene. The Archivist at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign has been one of the most eloquent advocates of the value of faculty papers as a means of "documenting the formation of American intellectual life."16 He wrote in 1971,

In a broad sense, the faculty is the university. The personal papers of faculty form a very useful segment of the university's archives. They reveal professional interests and opinions that frequently clarify matters mentioned in official files of the president, deans, or departments.17

In a more recent letter, this archivist notes that his policy has thus far netted 875 collections of personal papers, over which he has maintained "strong descriptive control." He adds that he has had to become somewhat less aggressive in more recent
years because of a space shortage, a restraint that is also mentioned by the Assistant Archivist at Queen's University. He, like his Illinois colleague, notes that the Archives' program of "vigourous solicitation" of papers has to be curtailed until a new storage area is completed. The Archives looks for faculty members who have made a "well-rounded" contribution both to Queens and the larger community in terms of research or other activities. Most academics are approached at the time of their retirement.

An archivist from McGill University also suggests that his Archives is running out of room. He writes that faculty papers have been solicited with "medium intensity" from 1970 to 1985, but the Archives has recently been less active in this area because of a space shortage. Faculty have been approached on a "fairly random" basis, and some academics have also approached the Archives. In the future, the Archives hopes to institute a more systematic method of contacting retiring faculty members.

One expression of a systematic methodology is offered by the Chief Archivist of the University of Alberta. He writes that he is in the process of implementing a comprehensive approach in which the President of the University would send letters to prominent retiring faculty members. These academics would later be contacted by the Archivist. At present, archival staff members seek advice from deans and also make their own judgments as to which faculty members to approach, taking into account the faculty member's teaching, research, and contributions to the University. The Archivist of the University of Victoria is considering a similar approach. Until now,
because of space limitations, he has not approached faculty members, but he wishes to become more active. He proposes that the Deans annually review the names of faculty who are going to retire within the year and pass on to the President the names of those professors whose papers belong in the Archives. The President would then send out letters to the selected retirees.22

On the other hand, Northwestern University's Archivist, whose statement opened this chapter, writes that he rarely consults with deans, administrators, or departmental chairs in order to locate academics who meet his standards for solicitation of their papers. He believes that a university archivist should be sufficiently knowledgeable about the achievements of professors to make "appropriate subjective judgments," although he values the assistance provided by such organizations as the American Institute of Physics. He writes that he "very actively" solicits papers from retiring faculty members based on criteria similar to those of the Michigan State archivist.23

Two of the most active and interesting programs for the acquisition of faculty papers occur on opposite coasts of the United States--one at the University of Washington and one at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (M.I.T.). The Archivist of the University of Washington usually first contacts faculty members around the time they turn sixty, which is a few years before retirement.24 He has two main criteria for deciding which professors to approach--long service at the university, at least twenty years, and a national and international reputation in their subject disciplines. To help him determine the latter, he has an extensive, campus-wide network of contacts including department chairmen and faculty members. He also
consults with subject specialist librarians, who are knowledgeable about their fields, and who deal directly with professors. In addition, secretaries alert him to academics who are about to dispose of records. As an experiment several years ago, he put together an informal, small committee made up of university personnel, including former administrators who were each well-informed about a different group of subject disciplines. He contacted the committee members on an individual basis, showed each one a list of faculty members over a certain age, and asked them to rank the professors who should be approached by the archivist. The archivist was pleased to find that twenty-four names appeared on everyone’s list. After that, he was able to take the remaining names to specific faculty contacts in certain areas, and refine his list even further. He estimates that in 1990, he will receive around eighty accessions of faculty papers, half of which represent new accessions rather than accruals. He is currently keeping track of about 200 other faculty members who will be approached in the future.

The M.I.T. Archivist also believes that faculty members should be approached before retirement. She thinks that the archival community’s common practice of soliciting faculty papers at retirement often confirms society’s view that this event marks the conclusion of one’s useful life. If the archivist informs prospective faculty donors of the archives’ services through brief visits or letters at an earlier stage in their careers, donating their papers to the archives becomes associated with “preserving their accomplishments and not with retirement and death.” Of more importance, though, is her fundamental question about faculty papers—“What documentation do you seek that justifies your decision to want to collect faculty papers?” Faculty papers, rather
than being viewed as discrete, individual units to be added to the archives, can become part of an overall institutional documentation plan that focuses on individual academic or administrative departments. To document these units, she proposes that the archivist draft a brief administrative history for each department, describing how that department expresses the functions of the university. Departmental representatives would then review the draft history. The archivist would then propose documentary goals for the department, and analyze the material that already exists in curatorial hands to see how it contributes to those goals. Gaps in documentation would become evident, and a plan could be drawn up to fill in the holes. At that point, it may be clear to the archivist that the papers of certain faculty members should be solicited in fulfillment of that plan, for example, to document a particularly notable research strength of the department. Samuels' proposals are currently being tested at M.I.T.27

This overview of institutional practices illustrates the wide menu of choices from which one could devise an approach to the appraisal for acquisition of faculty papers. Such a proposal, however, should also consider the role of subject discipline history centers, since these organizations can provide a comprehensive view of a field that may be lacking in a purely institutional focus.

B. Subject Discipline History Centers

Sometimes there is no obvious repository for a professor's papers.28 To help resolve the placement problems regarding this archival material, and to generally promote the history of the academic disciplines, a number of history centers have been
founded for various subject specialties. These centers may carry on such activities as oral history and bibliography, but most importantly for university archivists, they usually encourage the deposit of faculty papers in their appropriate institutional homes. In most cases, these centers serve only as repositories of last resort.

The oldest such organization is the Center for History of Physics of the American Institute of Physics (AIP). Its example sets a valuable precedent for assisting archivists to acquire faculty fonds which are outside the area of the archivist's expertise. The forerunner of the Center was an AIP history committee, set up in 1959, which confirmed the disturbing fact that many important physicists were destroying their archival materials in the belief that their publications constituted a sufficient record of their contributions. The Center for History of Physics, established in 1965, adopted the strategy of trying to identify the most productive American physicists, contacting them about their archives, and attempting to find the most suitable repository for them. This would ideally be the local archives of the institution where the scientist had done most of his work. Since its early years, the Center has generally aimed not to acquire for itself the papers of famous American physicists, but rather has tried to "argue, cajole or shame" university archives into saving the papers of these people. Moreover, the archivists at the Center will even return papers they have already acquired if the appropriate institution begins an archival program.

The Archives of American Mathematics (AAM) is an example of a subject-based archives that acquires faculty papers. The AAM began with the preservation of the papers of two prominent Texas mathematicians, Robert Lee Moore and
H.S. Vandiver. One of Moore’s doctoral students, R.L. Wilder, although mainly associated with the University of Michigan during his own career, believed that Moore’s papers could form the basis for a broader collection, and not only donated his own papers to the AAM, but encouraged other students of Moore to do the same. The Archives became the official repository of the Mathematical Association of America in 1978, and in 1984, the AAM became the responsibility of the University Archives of the University of Texas at Austin.33

The present Archivist of the AAM advocates an ethical policy similar to that espoused by the Center for History of Physics. If he learns that a prominent mathematician has died or is retiring, he first notifies that faculty member’s institutional archives. Only if that archives does not want the papers will he then approach the department chairman, spouse or other contact.34 It can be argued that the AAM is a reasonable place for mathematicians’ papers that have no obvious archival home. One such example is the case of Max Dehn, a prominent German mathematician, who did his most notable work at the University of Frankfurt, but was forced to emigrate. He arrived in the United States in 1940, where he was most closely associated with Black Mountain College in North Carolina. For Dehn’s papers, the AAM seems a suitable repository.35 On the other hand, the AAM also houses the papers of a prominent Berkeley mathematical analyst, a Princeton topologist, and a noted Johns Hopkins expert in rational mechanics.36 One can only speculate whether these instances simply express the donors’ preference for a subject-based over an institutionally-based complementarity, or whether other personal factors were involved. Sometimes, however, it is easier to trace the lines of subject-based complementarity,
which, in two instances, have resulted in the anomaly of an archives in Texas housing
some records of the Mathematics Departments of the Universities of Michigan and
North Carolina. In these examples, the two mathematicians, R.L. Wilder and William
Whyburn, who made the donations were students of Texas-based scholars.37

A faculty member, however, rarely thinks in archival terms of complementarity,
although this concept may underlie his actions. Rather he thinks in terms of his
predominant image of himself—as a subject specialist or as a member of the university.
If he favors the former view, he will find validation for it from several sources.
Archivists from two history centers leaned towards the centralization by subject as
hypothetically proposed in Chapter Two, and as supported by some of the faculty
members the author interviewed. The Director of the Archives of the History of
American Psychology believes that those professors who see themselves as
psychologists first, rather than institutional employees, would find "knowledgeable
treatment" in his archives.38 The Director of the American Institute of the History of
Pharmacy likewise writes that he would accept donations of papers from pharmacists
of "exceptional importance," although pharmacists of lesser renown would be advised
to apply to their local university repository.39 Furthermore, the initial reaction to this
question by two officers of major mathematical organizations in the United States was
to recommend that mathematicians deposit their papers in an archives of mathematics.40
The university archivist who has a different point of view must be prepared to make
his case to faculty members.
Canadian archivists so far have had little contact with subject discipline history centers, although correspondence with several of their archivists suggests that they are ready to aid their Canadian colleagues in the acquisition of faculty papers. 41 In particular, Joan Warnow-Blewett of the Center for History of Physics notes that she currently contacts Canadian archivists about one or two times a year, although they do not always answer her letters. She adds that Canadians are included in the Center's lists of distinguished scientists, and that she has been occasionally approached by Canadian scientists for advice. In these cases, she recommends that whenever possible they deposit their papers at their home institutions. 42

In conclusion, most faculty papers belong in a local university archives. A theoretical discussion of complementarity necessitates consideration of centralized subject repositories, and for the papers of certain professors, or for certain projects, such archives may be the most suitable solution. However, for the majority of cases the gain in complementarity of subject is offset by the loss in complementarity of institutional context. Furthermore, most history centers do not wish to compete with local universities for the papers of faculty members. Such a measure would ultimately result in a less broadly-based documentation of the subject with concomitant intellectual and physical hazards. Moreover such competition may become an end in itself and deflect archivists from what should be a common goal of documentation rather than a winner-take-all contest.
C. Financial Considerations

For the majority of faculty members in Canada, financial considerations only enter into the picture when the professor seeks a monetary evaluation in order to obtain a tax credit. Faculty papers, even the non-literary variety that may have no real market value, can be assigned a value for income tax purposes. This can lead to a situation where an academic is willing to give his papers to an archives in order to receive credit for a charitable donation. If the value of the papers is under $1000, Revenue Canada will accept an appraisal done by a qualified in-house staff member. For a donation above that amount, an independent appraiser, who is connected neither with the donor nor with the institution, must be consulted.

Usually, "donations eligible for credit in a given year are subject to a 20% of net income limitation with a five-year carry over." However, when those same papers are certified as cultural property and the recipient is a designated institution, the 20% limitation is removed and any capital gain is exempt. Faculty papers have qualified for such certification in the past.

The Cultural Property Export and Import Act (1974-75-76, c. 50) was proclaimed in September 1977 to prevent the export of Canada’s cultural heritage to foreign individuals and institutions. Since the Act’s passage, it has mostly been applied to the export of works of art. Two parts of the Act, however, have relevance to faculty papers. Since faculty members qualify as living creators, they are permitted to sell their papers to a foreign individual or institution, and the professor’s heirs can
also do so as long as the archival material is not over fifty years old. The Act more often affects faculty papers when the Canadian Cultural Property Export Review Board acts as an agency to certify cultural property for income tax purposes. The donor and the recipient institution assert that the material is of such outstanding significance and national importance that its loss would diminish the national heritage. The institution submits an application on its own or jointly with the donor. Under the Board's appraisal rules, which are even more stringent than those of Revenue Canada for donations of gifts in kind, a monetary evaluation must be submitted with the application. The Board will decide whether the faculty papers meet the Board's criteria, and, in the past, it merely commented on the appraisal figure submitted since the ultimate determination of this value was left to Revenue Canada. As of February 20, 1990, the Board has been given the legislative authority to determine the value of certified cultural property.

Over the past five years, approximately five professors' fonds per year, with estimated values between $3000 and $10000, have been certified by the Canadian Cultural Property Export Review Board, and have qualified for tax benefits. No application for the certification of faculty papers has been rejected. In practice, then, the certification of faculty papers as cultural property has not involved great numbers of people or large amounts of money, although, as with any government program, there is disagreement as to its merits. Whatever an archivist's opinion of the legislation, however, he must be knowledgeable about it, particularly if an archives other than his own is expressing an interest in a particular set of faculty papers, and is offering a tax credit as a lure. The archivist also has an ethical obligation to inform donors of the
existence of tax legislation relating to gifts in kind and of the role of the Canadian Cultural Property Export Review Board, although he need not encourage donors to pursue the tax credit.51

More serious problems can arise when faculty papers, particularly "literary papers," are bought and sold. Anne Maclean, although acknowledging that consideration must be made for the financial welfare of authors, has pointed out how pernicious the practice of buying and selling archival material can become.52 More prosperous, or simply more aggressive off-campus archivists have approached academics for their literary papers, which may well be better situated in the institutional context of the university where the faculty member taught. Money, rather than rationality, can determine placement.

At times, the waters have become even muddier. Is the faculty member an independent intellectual entrepreneur or an employee of the university whose creativity was purchased along with his teaching services? In 1977, the thought-provoking case of Robin Skelton raised the whole question of the ownership of faculty papers. Skelton, a Professor of Creative Writing at the University of Victoria, had already sold sections of his literary papers to the University of Victoria Library (which includes the University Archives), and was expecting a check for another installment. University President Howard Petch cancelled the sale the day before Skelton was to receive the cheque. Petch stated that a university should not buy "archival material" from its faculty.53 In other words, the papers were already owned by the University because Skelton had created them in the employ of the institution. As Petch explained, "We
pay Robin to be a scholar, we pay him to be an editor [of the Malahat Review, the University of Victoria's literary journal], and we pay him to be a poet." Skelton responded that he was paid to teach classes and edit the Malahat Review. He added, "Did I write all this on university time? The answer is there's no human way anyone could do it."54 The entire imbroglio was reported in the local press, while Petch set up an ad hoc committee to establish a policy regarding the purchase of personal papers. That policy, however, never addressed the fundamental question of what constituted "personal papers."55 Although Skelton and others raised the possibility of sending his papers elsewhere, eventually Skelton donated them to the University Archives for a tax credit.56 In archival terms, the case ended happily because Skelton's archives remained together, but the entire affair illustrates the dangers mentioned by Maclean, and the problems that can arise without an institutional policy defining a university document.

D. Appraisal for Acquisition of Faculty Papers--A Proposal

This thesis has approached the subject of faculty papers through several avenues. The existence of documents predicted by the analysis of the professor's competences was confirmed through interviews, which also revealed some academics' attitudes towards archives. The inquiry then broadened its area to include an examination of how archivists, both in university archives and in subject-discipline history centers and repositories, dealt with faculty papers and their creators. Since such dealings could involve an outright sale or a donation for tax credit, it was also necessary to briefly describe the financial factors which could impinge on purely
archival considerations. It is now time to use this information to present a concrete proposal on how university archivists can most effectively appraise faculty papers for acquisition. This proposal involves the University as a whole, the University Archives, and the strategy for approaching individual faculty members.

The papers in a professor's office do not exist in isolation, but have a relationship to the overall documentation produced by the university. Therefore, the ideal prerequisite for the acquisition of faculty papers within this context would be the creation of a university-wide records policy. It is best for such a policy to be drawn up by a committee representing all of the parties producing, maintaining, and using university records. The policy should also be written following legal, financial and administrative counsel. Ultimately the policy should be presented to the governing body of the university for approval.

A written records policy begins by identifying and defining for its own purposes the terms and concepts on which the policy is based. For a university, these terms and concepts might include specifications of such items as document, record, and archives, both in general and as related to the functioning of the institution. For example, the policy would address the definition of a university record.

The rest of the policy typically contains a description of three elements--structure, regulations, and a program. Within the structure, the program is executed according to the regulations. For a university policy, the identification of structure would include an organizational chart of the record-creating bodies, and the
specification of the hierarchical position of the university archives. Furthermore, the authorities and responsibilities of all university personnel with regard to records need to be delineated. For instance, the policy may state that only the university archivist has the authority to destroy university records.

Regulations in a records policy would address such matters as document ownership, retention requirements, tax legislation, and access. The question of ownership is a particularly important one as far as faculty papers are concerned. Not all competences of the professor have equal consequences regarding ownership of their documentary residue. For instance, teaching material such as lecture notes, and documents created or received during research are best considered as belonging to the professor. These documents would generally be the ones not included in a university-wide classification and records schedule. Exceptions should be specified and provisions made, or guidelines indicated, for complex cases. For instance, who owns what documentation when the professor and the university are jointly involved in a commercially valuable, patentable process or invention? Who owns the documentation when the university internally funds a particular project which results in the creation of a large data base? Any statement involving the ownership of faculty papers should be presented for approval to the faculty association, to obtain the full cooperation of its members, and to publicize the policy's existence. Finally a university records policy might also address the ownership of student-created material that winds up in faculty files. What rights, besides copyright, do students have with regard to this material?
In many cases, university archives have acquired faculty papers without such clear statements of ownership. Most academics would probably be happy to ignore the whole issue as they generally ignore most records management matters. Indeed the Canadian Association of University Teachers (CAUT) does not have an official policy statement dealing with the ownership of faculty papers. The potential danger of such indifference is evident, however, from the Skelton case. Even if a dispute does not become a local cause célèbre, the uncertainty still matters when papers are being considered for monetary appraisal. The professor should be granted a tax credit for that which he owns rather than that which the university owns, but what exactly does he own? Also, a definitive ownership statement would make it easier for an archivist to discuss access. Should archivist and donor disagree, the donor can only propose access policy on the material which he owns—not on university records which may have migrated into his files.

The regulations in the records policy could also specify the archivist’s obligation to inform prospective donors of the existence of tax legislation regarding gifts in kind. The provision of such information should be considered an ethical act rather than an encouragement for faculty members to take advantage of the tax credit. The decision to seek a tax benefit should be made by the donor and his financial advisor rather than by the donor and an archivist. The university regulations could further state how monetary appraisals are to be conducted so that they are in concert with tax legislation and the requirements of the Canadian Cultural Property Export Review Board.
The program elements of the university records policy would include the archives’ mandate and the archives’ acquisition policy. The mandate defines the essential role of the university archives by vesting in it the authority of administering the documentation of the university. Such authority may be strictly limited to gaining control over inactive official records, or it may include the responsibility for the creation and maintenance of a records management program. However, the policy could also consider the archives as a body sharing the larger mission of the university to serve a broader societal constituency. The latter alternative would enlarge the scope of the archivist’s responsibility to include the documentation of the university in its entirety—that is, the preservation of a record of the totality of its functions including all of the competences exercised by the juridical persons within its purview. The archivist would therefore be laying a foundation not only for current and future administrative requirements, but for answering whatever questions a future society may need to ask of the present university. With this mission in mind, the archivist will seek to acquire faculty papers in the fullest possible form to provide the widest complement of uses.62

An archival acquisition policy should draw upon both the mandate and the institutional regulations to identify the kinds of materials that the university archives will acquire, and the methods of acquisition, such as transfer according to a schedule, donation or bequest. In the case of faculty papers, the acquisition policy should also address the criteria according to which faculty papers will be sought. These criteria may vary according to the college or university. If an institution is not noted for its research accomplishments, and if its faculty members have little share in its collegial
governance, then academics will exercise few activities in these areas, and the corresponding documentary residue will be small. The archivist at such a place might wish to concentrate on acquiring the papers of academics considered outstanding for their teaching or community service.

It may seem that an archivist should not consider outstanding teaching as an indicator of the academics to approach. The dynamic between student and teacher seems to be an intangible element that does not leave a trail of paper. However, a recent pamphlet for junior faculty members prepared by the CAUT suggests that good teaching may leave behind some documents if a faculty member expends the time to keep track of his achievements. For example, in consideration of the fact that student performance is persuasive evidence of good instruction, the CAUT envisioned the formation by each teacher of a Teaching Dossier including examples of student essays, creative work, or fieldwork projects. Also, letters from employers or a post-graduation employment survey would demonstrate the effects of courses on students' careers, and so forth. In total, the pamphlet lists forty-nine categories of documentation that could be part of the Teaching Dossier, and it provides a description, rationale and examples for each group. There are reasons for doubting that such a dossier will often constitute a significant part of an academic's fonds. Because of its length and complexity, few faculty members would follow the proposal to the letter. Also, such a dossier represents an artificial creation produced for self-promotion, rather than being a file whose contents are created or received naturally in the course of exercising a competence. However, it has an archival nature if it is not created for posterity, but for administrative purposes such as to obtain tenure, promotion, or to be called to
speak before community organizations. Besides, the CAUT pamphlet itself indicates that there is a wide spectrum of interesting documentation which may occur among the papers of "good teachers," and this type of faculty should not be dismissed out of hand by the archivist, even in a research-oriented university. In such an institution, however, the more obvious criteria for soliciting faculty members will be significant contributions to their academic disciplines, to university administration, or to community service.

An acquisition policy, however complete, is not a strategy for action. The policy does not describe the steps the archivist should take to implement its goals, even when acquisition methods are named, and appraisal criteria are specified for such material as faculty papers. Mandate and acquisition policy should only lead to procedures, which will be expressed in a distinct document, an acquisition plan.

Within an acquisition plan, separate consideration should be given to procedures leading to the acquisition of faculty papers. The types of procedures the archivist may choose to adopt are varied, but some are undoubtedly more likely to give positive results than others. Most university archivists probably lack the desire or the resources to contact all tenured or all retiring faculty members. A program of widespread mailings and self-selection is one option, but the passive nature of this method can result in a distorted record of a university's scholarly and community achievements. Many faculty members simply will not respond to a general appeal because they do not understand the role of a university archives, or the value of faculty papers. Academics often discard or ignore routine notices. (In one U.B.C. professor's office,
the form letter from the Archives was inadvertently posted on a bulletin board above the waste basket into which the faculty member had discarded some of his papers. Meanwhile, a personal appeal from an archivist at another repository may cause an academic to consider an archives outside his home institution. The successful appraisal of faculty papers for acquisition therefore begins with the university archivist as activist. The questions then arise of whom to approach and how.

At the University of Washington, Kerry Bartels' rule of contacting any professor with twenty years of service to the university seems one reasonable way to insure the preservation of valuable administrative material that may remain in the files of these faculty members. Quinn at Northwestern does well to suggest that the archivist should not be afraid to use his own knowledge of the university to make appraisal judgments. No matter how an archivist appraises faculty papers for acquisition, an element of judgement will always remain, and the archivist must ultimately accept responsibility for his appraisal decisions. It is probably more prudent, however, for an archivist to develop a network of sources similar to that in place at the University of Washington. A consultative committee, as described by Bartels, may also be a good way to get started.65

From the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Helen Samuels' proposal for appraising faculty papers within the context of a departmental administrative history has much to recommend it. Indeed, if an archives can afford the time and personnel, it is the most logical approach to the acquisition of this material. Taking an interest in the subject field as a whole would help to convince faculty members of the archivist's
good intentions and sincerity. Also, and more importantly, departmental approbation would promote the cooperation of the faculty member who does not regard his papers as a stand-alone treasure, and would find it easier to view them as a worthwhile component of an integrated documentary effort. Some Canadian archivists mentioned the use of a tax benefit as a means of encouraging faculty to donate papers. However, for many academics, a faculty member's loyalty to his department and discipline may be more likely to induce cooperation than the prospect of a relatively small tax credit, or an attempt to convince a skeptical professor that the loss of his papers would seriously damage his country's national heritage. Most faculty members already believe that their papers have little value.

Samuels' departmental approach suggests that the archivist analyze existing archival holdings from a particular department. If a records management program is already in place, gaps in the archives' holdings might come to light. If there is no records management program, the production of a departmental administrative history might uncover missing pieces in the story that would convince academics of the value of good record-keeping practices.

A university archivist would have to determine which departments to contact first. These could be, for example, those departments which represent the institution's greatest research strengths as determined by the archivist's own knowledge or through consultation with administrators. It would also be appropriate to approach departments which are celebrating an anniversary (such as the establishment of the department or
the establishment of the subject-based organization), or departments whose members' research reflects a rapidly changing discipline.

The departmental approach may be a valid procedure for the systematic acquisition of faculty papers even if it presents some problems. Will an institutional mindset preclude the local archivist from recognizing that another repository may have a legitimate claim to a faculty member’s papers? A faculty donor may look to an archivist for advice in case there is a possibility of depositing his papers in more than one archives. Could not University Archivist "A" have the courtesy to inform University Archivist "B" that he wishes to approach a faculty member on "B"’s campus? Could not two archivists discuss what would constitute the most suitable archival home, taking into account considerations of complementarity, and make a unified recommendation? Perhaps such a prescription is too idealistic, but it would be unfortunate if the advantages of institutional acquisition plans were overcome by unnecessary competition.

Moreover, the departmental approach, if used as a general procedure for all types of acquisition activities by the university archives could represent a very narrow focus. Where does the independent scholar without any institutional affiliation fit into such a scheme? What happens to the documentation of the subject organizations and their journals? What about the companies that are formed to exploit technology developed from basic university research? Does such a plan take general cognizance of the ties between industry, other private organizations, and academia? To summarize,
by concentrating on individual trees—that is, departments and professors—do archivists
loose sight of a more holistic vision of the groves of academe?

Several solutions are possible to these problems. First, at the level of archival
mandate, a goal for the archives could be to document the relations of the institution
with society at large, including examples of community and industrial liaisons. At the
level of an acquisition policy, this could be expressed, for example, as a willingness
to acquire the records of faculty-initiated technology companies that were unable or
unwilling to support their own business archives, or the records of those companies
that cease operation.

Second, even a university archivist with a detailed acquisition plan could
recognize, support, and cooperate with the academic discipline history centers. These
organizations offer an overall view of academic subjects that is beyond the range of
even the most conscientious individual institutional archivist. The university archivist
could consider advice from these centers, provide advice to them in return, and even
ask for their help, in recognition that all archivists work towards a common goal of
assuring the preservation of our societal documentary heritage. These centers may be
the best place to retain the records of academic journals and subject-based societies,
which often sponsor the centers anyway. However, in fields where such centers do not
exist, individual universities might wish to volunteer, as McMaster has done, to provide
archival homes for society or journal archives which cannot be maintained in the
headquarters of the organization. This practice would obviate any objection that a
Canadian society or journal might have to sending its records to a subject discipline center in another country.

E. Approaching the Faculty Member

Whether faculty members are solicited for their papers within or outside the context of a departmental administrative history, the archivist’s approach should be a personal one that combines education about archives and psychological support. From the faculty interviews, and correspondence and conversation with university archivists, it became apparent that an archivist soliciting faculty papers should be prepared to explain at least four things: what constitutes archives and how archives differ from libraries; the nature of the organic archival bond and why it is not desirable to split an archival fonds; the desirability of keeping faculty papers within the institutional context where most of them were created; and the uses of faculty papers as a valuable complement to published material for documenting the discipline, the department, the university, and academic life in general.

The archivist must also be prepared to give psychological support to a potential donor of personal papers. In that sense, an impersonal letter from a university president does not have the same effect as an initial approach from a sympathetic party who is sincerely interested in the faculty member’s work and its documentation. One academic, when asked how he would respond to a letter from the university president about his papers, quipped that he would rather burn them than agree to the request.
This remark recalls that many a true word is said in jest, and the archivist’s neutrality, as a separate entity distinct from the administration, may stand him in good stead.

Bartels, at the University of Washington, expresses the archivist’s position very well when he says that an archivist seeking a faculty member’s personal papers is asking for a part of that professor’s life. It is therefore important for the archivist to acknowledge his responsibility to the faculty member to care for the papers physically, to provide proper intellectual access, and to work with the professor to insure that any sensitive material mentioning colleagues or students will be closed for a sufficient period of time or otherwise protected. This latter step is necessary even though many academics’ first reaction was that they had no files which needed to be closed.

It seems best to approach faculty members well before the trauma of retirement looms on the horizon. An early visit by the archivist allows more time for archivist and academic to build a bond of trust through the measures of education and psychological support described above. Should that faculty member move to a new office, he may think of the archives first rather than the waste basket. Although there is some slight danger of tempting faculty members to tamper with the historical record, the interviews suggest that faculty members, unlike politicians, make little connection between their personal records and their reputations for posterity. They view their publications as their most important legacy.

Shelley Sweeney, the Archivist of the University of Regina, is correct in mentioning the tremendous internal public relations value of acquiring faculty papers.
Comments by many of the academics who were interviewed suggest that they have little notion of the existence of a university archives, let alone its mission. Direct contact by the archivist with faculty members on a project of mutual interest—the preparation of departmental histories, the acquisition of faculty papers, or both—could do much to create a general understanding of archival work and thereby strengthen the archival presence on campus.

The appraisal for acquisition of faculty papers should indeed be part of the mission of any university archives worth its salt. Once those papers are acquired, or while acquiring them, the archivist must perform another type of appraisal—this time for selection within the papers of each faculty member. What is worth keeping and why will be the topics of the next chapter.
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CHAPTER FOUR
APPRAISAL FOR SELECTION

My main thing about my archives is that if someone looked at them they would find them rather sterile and scanty and skeletal with a few bones missing or quite a few bones missing. Like Lucy’s lower left side of her jaw and that’s it.

Michael Smith

Professor Michael Smith’s reference to paleoanthropologist Donald Johanson’s book, *Lucy: The Beginnings of Humankind,* illustrates the dilemma of the archivist who seeks to appraise faculty papers for selection. How can that archivist preserve the most usable body of documents possible, so that the researcher of the future will not have to base a large construct of information on the sparse remnants left behind through the legacy of chance. Such a construct, although interesting for its creativity, may not provide a true picture of how the entity under study, prehistoric man or professor, actually functioned at a given period in time.

This thesis started with the premise that an archivist must first understand the competences of the record creator and his activities to understand the records he creates. In the case of the records of an organization, records fall into series—a series being constituted by all records which result from the exercise of a given function or activity within a function, have the same form, or relate to the same subject. The series is thus a natural grouping of relationships arising from the records themselves. Armed with this understanding, an institutional archivist dealing with the records
created by his organization can then make wise choices as to which record series must be retained for legal, financial or administrative reasons, and which ones should be kept because of evidential or informational value.

A person does not keep records in the same way as an organization does. He seldom arranges them within an established classification scheme, for example. However, with the faculty members who were interviewed, it was observed that correspondence, for instance, was distributed in files according to the competence to which it was related. It was organized in a systematic manner which respected the relationship between the records and the activities creating them, and ultimately the relationship between the records and their creators. If an archivist therefore received unarranged the papers of a faculty member, the most logical method of organizing them would be to group them in series according to the specific competences exercised by that individual. One series would correspond to one competence. In so doing, the archivist would be recreating the view of the records that probably existed in the mind of the faculty member, and this is the view that the archivist should reflect rather than impose an artificial order of his own creation.

Four competences of faculty members were identified—teaching, research, service to the university, and service to the community. The professor, therefore, has the potential to create four series, and a fifth series can be hypothesized—those documents which reflect the academic as a private societal entity with hobbies, business interests, and other concerns, which may have only a distant bearing on his subject discipline.
and his competences as a faculty member. An example of documents in this series might be Divinsky’s files that relate to his accomplishments in chess.

The difference between appraising for selection the papers of a private person and those of an organization is that, when the archivist appraises the latter, he usually does it series by series. In the former case, because one series corresponds to one entire competence, to eliminate any one series would be to eliminate most traces of that competence as fulfilled by the individual. Not only would a false picture be created of the person as a whole, but even those series which were left could no longer be viewed in their fullest context because the competences of the academic are particularly intertwined.

It might be tempting for an archivist, particularly when appraising faculty papers for selection within the context of a departmental administrative history, to only retain evidence of those competences which attracted his attention in the first place. Perhaps a particular faculty member was approached for his papers mainly because of his excellence in research. In fact, he devoted so much of his time to research that he had participated relatively little in university or community service, nor was he one of the department’s outstanding teachers. To merely retain his research notes, however, would seriously undermine not only a clear understanding of his work, but the overall archival purpose of providing a documentary heritage as impartial as possible. Although the initial motivation for soliciting a particular professor’s papers may have been fairly narrow, the preservation of a whole fonds would offer not only the best context for
documenting the exercise of a specific competence, but also the most usable source for many other research purposes.

Charles Rosenberg, a noted social historian of science, once made a series of prescriptive comments to scholars of intellectual history. Although they appear in a book about the organization of knowledge in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, his statements are probably equally applicable to the scholarship which focuses on a later period. They can be used to make a cogent case for the retention of faculty papers as whole units in order to fully exploit the societal and institutional context that may be revealed therein.

Rosenberg noted, for example, that the historian of philosophy or chemistry must not only understand the underlying knowledge base of these subjects but also the complexities of peer evaluation within the discipline and networks of personal and institutional relationships. Furthermore, a historian who wishes to study a particular scientist or scholar would do well to understand how his subject became initiated into the discipline of his choice. The historian should read the textbooks his subjects used and recreate the atmosphere of the seminars he attended; he must understand the institutional pressures he experienced, be they for specific kinds of teaching or particular emphases in research.

In more general terms, Rosenberg asked historians to consider the role accorded by society to those who exhibited mastery of a particular body of knowledge. His conclusion is worth quoting in full:
We have become increasingly aware that even the internal logic of formal thought can be shaped by social needs and assumptions; the domain of seemingly value-free inquiry grows even smaller. We have become aware as well that specific institutional structures mediate the relationship between men of learning and the society that supports them. In sum, we have become conscious of the need to integrate knowledge into a more general understanding of organizational and attitudinal trends.6

All too often in the past, an unfortunate dichotomy has prevailed. Historians of medicine, for example, were often physicians writing about other physicians, and these writers frequently overlooked the social and institutional context which surrounded the ideas they studied. On the other hand, institutional and social historians often lacked sufficient subject depth to successfully relate the "intellectual and institutional."7

It is not the place of the archivist to attempt to direct or encourage historians to fill in neglected areas, or to play peacemaker between the internalist and externalist camps in the history of science. However, the acquisition of faculty papers as whole fonds within the context of their original university milieu would be the best way to serve future historians, sociologists, or other scholars of whatever stripe or persuasion.

Rosenberg's reasons for the retention of faculty fonds in as complete a form as possible are confirmed by the number of uses suggested for faculty papers on Appraisal Reports written by the National Archival Appraisal Board (NAAB).8 When read as a group, these forms suggest that it would be hard for one archivist looking at one set of faculty papers to arbitrarily eliminate series which might well be of value to others.
Faculty papers were described as valuable for institutional histories, and the emergence, evolution, and current state of scholarship within various intellectual disciplines. For various literary scholars, it was noted that manuscripts showed the evolution of thought processes and style. Scientists' papers were observed to contain data with untapped research potential, and an historian's papers were described as containing data and information on sources that did not appear in the academic's published writings. Correspondence was considered as depicting not only a faculty member's research, but the personal relationships that developed with other academics during the course of many projects. The correspondence of another scholar was characterized as illustrating the relationship of an academic to the Canadian government and to the international world of scholarship. Files of one academic illustrated the case of a university professor in conflict with his institution, while files of another professor depicted the attitudes of his local community towards medical research. A personal diary was said to provide glimpses of the pleasures and problems of being a professor. Faculty papers were also cited for providing insights into family relationships and the academic's connection with his church. Finally, as if in summary of all of the above points, one academic's extensive papers were said to illustrate the role of the academic in modern society and the intellectual spirit of the times. The NAAB Reports lend credence to the view that a relatively complete fonds is more valuable both intellectually and monetarily.

This last statement, however, is not meant to suggest that archivists should keep everything which may be sent to them by a faculty member. It is true that a professor generally performs his own appraisal for selection throughout much of his academic
career. Blinkhorn found a similar phenomenon in her study of the records of visual artists. Academics, as well as artists, retain a core of material for their future legal and financial well-being. These essential documents might include contracts or records of grant expenditures. As well, professors save papers that they perceive necessary for their immediate and future needs in teaching, research and university service. Finally, they may keep a few files for nostalgia or in memory of particular administrative triumphs.

Confronted with an assortment of faculty papers, the archivist should not view his project as one of discarding superfluous material to arrive at an essential core. A more appropriate frame of mind is to view appraisal as the positive selection of material to illustrate as many competences of the professor as possible. In the process of arranging this material, files or items which contribute little towards this goal can be weeded or culled.

The most frequently cited items for disposal are ephemera and duplicates. Examples of the former are readily apparent—conference memorabilia such as a list of "Favorite Fast Food Outlets" wrapped around a souvenir sprig of heather from Glasgow, or housekeeping material such as a bundle of key receipts or an envelope of parking chits from a local downtown lot. "Duplicates" as a category can include several types of items such as five identical copies of the typescript of a professor's published article, or individual documents which the faculty member copied and put in more than one location. Individual items or files may also be designated as duplicate by the academic because he believes that the "official" files are kept elsewhere by a
department or other administrative unit. Given all of these possible forms of duplication, one cannot make a simple rule to discard all duplicates. (Indeed, appraisal seldom permits hard and fast rules of any sort.) In the first example, most archivists would retain at least one copy of the typescript of every published article on the grounds that if the faculty member were of sufficient importance to be solicited for his papers, it is worthwhile to preserve a record of his finished work even if such material is available in published form. However, it is difficult to agree with those archivists who solicit a copy of every publication from every professor on campus. Although a professor may feel flattered by this request, surely this policy denies the fundamental difference between archives and libraries, and ultimately confuses the missions of these two cultural institutions.

There can be no easy rule about material which may have been photocopied and therefore appears more than once in a faculty member’s papers. Such material appears in a different context each time, and the archivist would have to exercise careful judgment before discarding duplicate material and destroying the archival bond established in the file. It is also questionable whether an archivist should spend the time to appraise an entire collection of faculty papers at the item level.

With documents which may be retained by another individual, by the department or elsewhere in the university, or by an outside organization, the archivist cannot automatically endorse the faculty member’s common belief that "someone is keeping this stuff, aren’t they?" Academic departments and organizations are not always scrupulous about records management, and the documents could easily have
been discarded. Even if "Someone" is indeed keeping the material, he may be keeping it in a different context, with different surrounding documents or with different annotations. Also, a faculty member's files, such as grant documentation, may present the material in a more concentrated and complete form than is available in another location. Except in very obvious cases, such as a complete set of unannotated departmental minutes that is known to be carefully preserved elsewhere, it is best to be cautious about disposal of this type of duplicate.

Keeping substantive material should not be confused with the preservation of routine documents. The archivist seeks to document the competences of a professor, not his mere existence. For instance, a professor's membership in an organization is part of his curriculum vitae and may be mentioned in his biography which precedes the inventory of his papers. There would be no need to keep copies of such items as membership receipts and general mailings. However, a professor may have files which reflect an active involvement in the organization as an officer or a committee member. As in the case of many departmental matters, some of the lower level committee work may not be duplicated in the official files of an organization, which may keep only the most basic documents required to carry on with its business. The executive of an organization delegates matters to committees in the first place to have its members deal with the details. The committee file in the hand of the professor shows how he and his colleagues approached the task. It complements the official organizational files which may just yield a report or a record of the ultimate decision, but not how it was reached.
Faculty papers present other appraisal questions that merit some discussion, although not all of them can be fully examined within the scope of this thesis. One such problem is the large reprint file. It was not common among the academics interviewed for this thesis, but such files do exist. They are usually not worth keeping. In our age of relative bibliographic efficiency, most scholars have access to a common pool of published information, in both the sciences and the humanities. The archivist or future researcher does not know which reprints were solicited by the scholar, which were unsolicited reprints received in the mail, or even which reprints the faculty member read. A reprint is not even archival unless it is heavily annotated by the professor or closely linked with correspondence which demonstrates how he used it in his studies. In particular cases, however, a reprint collection may be unusual and worth saving. Joan Haas and her co-authors cite the case of a Massachusetts Institute of Technology faculty member who had an extensive reprint collection with a high informational value that would be difficult to duplicate. It was on a topic of particular interest to the host institution, M.I.T. The archivist properly offered this collection to the library after noting its existence and new location in the description of the professor's papers.11

Privacy concerns must also be considered in the appraisal of faculty papers, which can contain evaluations of students or colleagues. Although an archivist may wish to discard such material because it is "too hot to handle," such an action may destroy a valuable part of the professor's and the institution's documentation. Sensitive material can usually be handled in other ways such as closing the file for a period of time, or establishing a committee to consider research requests on an individual basis.12
Personal letters about fellow subject specialists are particularly valuable. Such reports provide "rarely available contemporary evaluations of scientists' and engineer's work."\textsuperscript{13} Also, even one letter of recommendation gives information about the writer as well as about the subject. Indeed it is sometimes said that such a document reveals more about the former than about the latter. An entire body of such letters would provide an even greater insight into the professor who wrote them. They indicate not only the writer's personal character, but more importantly they show what he perceived to be important in his discipline. Even the very pattern of requests for evaluations could be significant. As the professor's academic reputation declined or improved, this fact could be reflected in the quantity of the requests and the prestige of the institutions which made them. Such material could be duplicated in the files of other universities, or in the offices of various journals, if one knew with which universities and journals the professor had corresponded. However, these records would not be present in the same degree of concentration or in the same context as in the faculty member's files.

General factors that apply to all cases of appraisal also apply to academic's papers. As Warnow expressed it, "Records written in inscrutable handwriting, magnetic tapes lacking program documentation, and unidentifiable films are examples of records that deserve destruction."\textsuperscript{14} This advice should be weighed against the significance of the professor. An archivist would preserve Einstein's lecture notes no matter how difficult they might be to decipher at first glance.

The problem of preserving machine-readable material is one that extends beyond faculty papers, and one which the archival community is only beginning to tackle.
Neither Bartels nor Samuels takes floppy disks, for example, and instead they encourage professors to print out important letters. Electronic mail (E-Mail), which may or may not have been saved as a printed transcript, is regarded by many users as more private than hardcopy letters. As this form of communication becomes more common, it may present a dilemma with faculty members who regard E-Mail files and printouts to be like telephone conversations—too personal for permanent preservation. The faculty members in this study represented a transitional group who, for the most part, were performing their duties without computers. University archivists will not always be able to avoid machine-readable records so easily.

In summary, the appraisal for selection of faculty papers is primarily a process of classical culling, yet it is a very necessary process. An archivist with imagination can hypothesize a future value for just about any document or file, or for other items such as books which should be transferred to the library. Certainly it might be of interest to cultural historians to learn what were considered acceptable dining places for visiting faculty members in Glasgow; it might provide some psychological insight to know that a faculty member had a predilection for accumulating reprints; and, on a more serious note, a faculty member’s personal library would reveal some notion about what he thought important enough to keep on his own shelves. However, archivists cannot ignore the imperative of appraisal which mandates that a selection must be made from an otherwise potentially overwhelming amount of material. For an archivist to do otherwise would be to negate the responsibility bestowed upon him by society in general. More particularly, it would break the implicit promise he makes to the academic whose papers he solicits—the promise that the professor’s papers will be so
treated as to make their inherent value clearly visible to a future time.
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CONCLUSION

All things flow, nothing abides. Into the same river one cannot step twice.

Heraclitus of Ephesus.¹

The nature of the university, like Heraclitus’ stream, is ever changing and evolving. If the university archivist of today does not appraise for preservation that which exists at present, much of the documentary heritage of an important societal institution will be lost forever. Faculty members will soon be retiring in great numbers, and there is a critical danger that many valuable papers will not survive.

The overall purpose of this thesis was to investigate a difficult area of university archival practice—the appraisal of faculty papers for acquisition and selection. Because so little was firmly established in theory or in practice about this topic, some basic questions needed to be addressed through an exploratory, qualitative study: what constitutes faculty papers, what are some of problems they present, and how do faculty members and archivists currently deal with those problems? The findings of this study could then form the basis for proposing a rational model for the appraisal of faculty papers.

The thesis first introduced the record creator himself: the faculty member. Examples from popular literature demonstrated that much writing about professors
could be polemic in nature, or at best present a stereotypical image that failed to impart the reality of academic life. This reality could be better conveyed by faculty members' papers, but they have often been neglected by archivists. Some reasons, such as the generally haphazard development of university archives, immediately came to mind. However, a closer examination of both record creator and current archival practice seemed warranted to uncover more specific problems and possible solutions.

A preliminary study of the faculty member's work was undertaken primarily through an examination of scholarly literature about universities. The results of this study were introduced with a brief historical exposition of university functions, which in turn led to the specification of a competence as the embodiment of a function in a juridical person. The professor in the university context was shown to have four competences—teaching, research, service to the university and service to the community. These competences were carried out by means of activities, which caused a variety of documents to be created or received by the faculty member. Those documents constitute the archives of the professor.

With this contextual foundation, eight faculty members were formally interviewed in order to verify the preceding functional analysis, and to obtain examples of the documents predicted by it. In addition, the attitudes of academics towards archives were ascertained in an effort to develop a more effective strategy for the acquisition of faculty papers. Informal conversations with other faculty members illustrated additional points. These interviews and conversations revealed that academics are essentially pragmatists when it comes to record keeping, although
personal temperament colors the picture. Faculty members do not consider their archives important in themselves, and believe that publications, not their personal papers, will determine their place in posterity.

Five additional conclusions were drawn, although sometimes the conclusions themselves raised additional questions. First, faculty papers do document professorial competences, and therefore contribute to the documentation of the university. Second, in the absence of a university records policy, faculty members tend to believe that they own the papers that they create, and are free to dispose of them as they choose. While laboratory or department heads feel some obligation to leave their papers behind for their successors, academics have no general sense that the university owns material such as the files they keep as individuals on committees. Third, some faculty members, if given a choice, would prefer to deposit their papers in a centralized subject repository rather than the university archives. Fourth, faculty members tend to have the maximum amount of papers at the apex of their careers. Fifth, faculty members' uncertainties about the value of their papers and the general nature of archives suggest that university archivists should be prepared to educate faculty members about both of these elements.

To cast more light on some of the problems implicit in these conclusions, and to lay the foundation for an acquisition plan, it was necessary to consider the experience of other archivists. University archivists hold varied opinions on whether faculty papers should be acquired at all and, if they are to be appraised for acquisition, which faculty members should be approached, at what stage in their careers, and by
what method. Subject discipline history centers and subject-based repositories also acquire faculty papers. Most of these institutions encourage the deposition of faculty papers in their appropriate university homes, and prefer to remain as repositories of last resort. However, a few repositories and two officials of national scholarly organizations agree with those faculty members who see themselves as more closely aligned to their subjects than to their university. The logical extension of this viewpoint is that faculty papers are better placed with others from the same subject discipline in a centralized repository.

Such a belief has some credence if one considers the archival notion of complementarity or relatedness. For the majority of cases, however, the gain in complementarity of subject is probably offset by the loss in complementarity of institutional or community context. Furthermore, if subject discipline history centers openly compete with university archives for faculty papers, this could deflect archivists from what should be a common goal of preserving a societal documentary heritage as comprehensive as possible.

The buying and selling of archives can also be harmful to rational acquisition policies, but most professors’ papers are not sold on the open market. In Canada, a faculty member can claim a tax credit for a donation of personal papers. Archivists should inform prospective donors of the existence of this tax legislation and the role of the Canadian Cultural Property Export Review Board, although they need not encourage donors to apply for a tax credit or the Board’s certification.
The splitting of faculty papers was also considered. This practice is unacceptable when it would destroy the organic unity of an archival fonds. However, it was established that there are occasions when faculty papers may be legitimately divided.

Finally, a plan for the acquisition of faculty papers was proposed. Ideally such a plan would be backed by an institutional records policy clearly stating what documents belong to the university and what documents belong to the professor. This policy could be further defined by a records classification scheme and a retention and disposal schedule. The records series within the classification and schedule would belong to the institution. An archival mandate would delineate the overall purpose of the archives and identify its authority in the acquisition of institutional records. An acquisition policy would include a specification of the archives' interest in the fonds of faculty members, and state the criteria according to which faculty members would be approached such as excellence in research, teaching, university service, and community service.

An acquisition plan would detail the general procedures and the specific steps necessary to execute the acquisition policy. Helen Samuels' suggestion for acquiring faculty papers within the context of a departmental administrative history is to be commended for its logical, contextual approach to appraisal for acquisition. Whether or not faculty members are approached within the scope of such a plan, academics should be personally contacted by the archivist well before retirement. The archivist must be willing to provide education about the value of archives and the value of
faculty papers, as well as offer psychological support to a prospective donor who will effectively be placing part of his life in the repository.

Appraisal for selection involves recognition of the correspondence between the competences of the faculty member and the series in which his papers are grouped, either physically or intellectually. To discard an entire series would therefore distort the picture of the record creator, and so the appraisal for selection of faculty papers is primarily a process of weeding such items as ephemera, certain duplicates, and housekeeping material. This culling must nonetheless be done with care and thought. Sensitive material should not be automatically discarded but could be closed for a period of time, or referred to a committee for deciding access.

Faculty papers are not only problematic in nature, but they are easily ignored in pursuit of the chimera of "getting control over official records." Particularly if an archivist is concerned about support from administrators, a focus on university records may seem to offer a more immediate payoff. The archivist who takes a broader view of his role, however, sees faculty papers as an integral part of the documentation of the university. As well, in the words of Laurence Veysey:

We should be less concerned with techniques than with the basic point that it is the worth of the archives for intellectual history, primarily for the history of the various academic disciplines, which is going to be the most permanent worth of any university archive. ..there appears to be no doubt that the faculty as a group will be far more interesting than academic administrators as a group, when both are glimpsed in retrospect a hundred years from now.²
This study was not meant to be an inclusive one, but rather to offer a point of departure for future investigations on the nature and value of faculty papers. Further research might elucidate more fully the differences between papers kept by professors in the humanities versus those kept by academics in the sciences, the impact of electronic data processing on faculty record-keeping, the acquisition of faculty papers by universities in Québec, and many other matters which could not be completely explored in this thesis. The prospect, indeed the necessity of future studies, should not deflect archivists from recognizing the need to take some action now.

Father Henry Browne, in one of the first significant articles on university archival practice, once described a university’s archives as its official memory. That phrase succinctly captures the essence of a university archives’ mission, in which is understood the wisdom that derives from memory. Lest future generations accuse that memory of being afflicted with a serious case of amnesia and accordingly being bereft of wisdom, today’s university archivists must initiate active programs to appraise faculty papers for acquisition and selection.
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APPENDIX A

1. Please describe your career and field of research.

Of the papers that you keep, which ones reflect your teaching responsibilities? Research activities? University administrative responsibilities?

Activities on behalf of the subject-discipline--for instance, referee reports, etc.?

What achievements are you most proud of, and how do you think that they are reflected in your papers?

2. What is your definition of "archives?"

Have you ever considered giving your papers to an archives? Why or why not? If so, which one?

3. What is your opinion about having an archives related to your particular discipline? For example, there is an archives for the American Mathematical Society which accepts the papers of mathematicians.

If you looked at your department and your subject discipline, how would you suggest that archivists could best document each of these two entities?
APPENDIX B

There are two parts to the interview:

1. questions about your papers, i.e., the manuscript material, records, and other documents that you keep as opposed to published items, and

2. questions about archives in general.

Your Papers

1. Please describe briefly your career and field of research.

2. In general, what types of papers do you have? What is your overall plan of arrangement?

3. Turning to the specific functions of a faculty member, which types of documents reflect your teaching activities? (e.g., lecture notes, student’s papers, old exams, etc.) How are they organized?

4. Research or other creative activities? (e.g., manuscripts with annotations or corrections, research notes, grant files, unpublished papers) Do you have a collection of reprints or clippings? How are these items organized?

5. University administrative activities? (e.g., committee minutes) Do you think duplicate copies of these papers are kept elsewhere in the university? If so, why are you keeping copies? How are they organized?

6. Activities on behalf of your subject discipline? (e.g., referee’s reports, membership activities in subject-based organizations) How are they organized?

7. Outside interests? These could include
   a. papers that reflect your decision to speak out on important issues
   b. business interests related to your academic career
   c. other outside community activities

8. Personal career? (curriculum vita, diaries, scrapbooks, your old class notes, etc.) How are the above items organized?
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9.  a. Which types of papers do you keep with more care than others?
    b. Do you keep any sort of register for your papers?
    c. What do you do with correspondence? Do you keep it separately, or mixed in with the other types of documents?
    d. How easy is it for you to find a particular document among the different types of papers you keep?
    e. Do you have any system for closing files after a certain period of time?
    f. Do you separate your active and inactive files? Do you re-order your files once they become inactive?

10. Do you have non-paper materials such as tapes, photos, etc.

11. How has the computer affected the papers and records you keep?

12. Do you keep any material at home which relates to your university work? How do you decide where to keep what?

13. Does the university share in the ownership of your papers? How would you answer critics who say that the university pays the professor to do research, and therefore the university owns a professor’s research papers?

14. What achievements are you most proud of, and how well do you think that they are reflected in the papers that you keep? (E.g., you may be proud of your role in curriculum reform, but you kept no relevant documents.)
Archives

1. Have you ever considered giving your papers to an archives? If so, which archives?

2. Have you taught at more than one institution? Are there reasons why you think your papers should go to more than one archives, or would you prefer that your papers be kept all together at one institution?

3. Do you think that the papers of faculty members have commercial value or purely cultural value? Should faculty papers be bought and sold?

4. If you had to choose your most significant papers to give to an archives, which papers would you choose?

5. Or would you take out your most significant material and keep it yourself?

6. What other papers might you be tempted to remove from your collection either for reasons of triviality, confidentiality, or because you believe that they are duplicated elsewhere?

7. Or would you prefer an archivist to go over your papers and make these choices? On his/her own? With your advice?

8. What is your opinion about having an archives related to your particular discipline? E.g., The Mathematical Association of America has an archives in Texas. It solicits the papers of mathematicians from all over North America.

9. If you looked at your department and your subject discipline, how would you suggest that archivists could best document each of these two entities?

10. What is your definition of "Archives?"

11. Does your subject discipline use the term "archival journal?" If so, what does that term mean to you?